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Abstract: This paper presents two control strategies: (i) An optimal exergy destruction (OXD)
controller and (ii) a decentralized power apportionment (DPA) controller. The OXD controller is
an analytical, closed-loop optimal feedforward controller developed utilizing exergy analysis to
minimize exergy destruction in an AC inverter microgrid. The OXD controller requires a star or
fully connected topology, whereas the DPA operates with no communication among the inverters.
The DPA presents a viable alternative to conventional P−ω/Q−V droop control, and does not suffer
from fluctuations in bus frequency or steady-state voltage while taking advantage of distributed
storage assets necessary for the high penetration of renewable sources. The performances of OXD-,
DPA-, and P−ω/Q−V droop-controlled microgrids are compared by simulation.
Keywords: DC power system; AC power system; optimal control; decentralized control; distributed
control; microgrid; power system control
1. Introduction
High penetration levels of renewable energy sources, such as wind and solar, provide unique
challenges for the future power grid which require new control techniques. Current grid control, based
on excess generation and the open-loop control of power flow from sources to loads, is not transferrable
to microgrids with high penetration of renewable sources. Microgrids are broadly categorized as either:
(i) Islanded microgrids, which are altogether isolated from any other energy grid; or (ii) networked
microgrids, which are coupled to either other microgrids or to a large utility grid [1,2].
The following work focuses on islanded, inverter-based AC microgrids, as shown in Figure 1.
Numerous control strategies exist for inverter-based AC microgrids, as has been discussed by
Hossain et al. [3]. Optimal control strategies require ubiquitous communication among the microgrid [4];
which, in turn, yields numerous benefits (as presented in [5–9]), including hierarchal control optimization
strategies with the ability to optimize fuel consumption and emission pollutants [8]. Despite the
numerous control schemes and benefits presented in [3,5–9], the authors are not aware of any publications
that have described analytical, closed-form optimal solutions or decentralized alternative control schemes
for inverter-based AC microgrids, which are the voids this manuscript aims to fill.
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Rdc1
<latexit sha1_bas e64="hbR8bTaGi0Xu6Px0ZRfTtwYSOkw=" >AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 8iKoMeCF49V7Ae0IWw2m3bpZhN3N0IJ/RN ePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAmuj ed9O5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b/+gfnjU0WmuKGv TVKSqFxLNBJesbbgRrJcpRpJQsG44vpn53 SemNE/lg5lkzE/IUPKYU2Ks1LsPiogGeBr UG57rzYFWCS5JA0q0gvrXIEppnjBpqCBa9 7GXGb8gynAq2LQ2yDXLCB2TIetbKknCtF/ M752iM6tEKE6VLWnQXP09UZBE60kS2s6E mJFe9mbif14/N/G1X3CZ5YZJulgU5wKZFM 2eRxFXjBoxsYRQxe2tiI6IItTYiGo2BLz8 8irpXLjYc/HdZaPplnFU4QRO4RwwXEETbq EFbaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj0Vpxyplj+APn 8wfDjY+2</latexit><latexit sha1_bas e64="hbR8bTaGi0Xu6Px0ZRfTtwYSOkw=" >AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 8iKoMeCF49V7Ae0IWw2m3bpZhN3N0IJ/RN ePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAmuj ed9O5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b/+gfnjU0WmuKGv TVKSqFxLNBJesbbgRrJcpRpJQsG44vpn53 SemNE/lg5lkzE/IUPKYU2Ks1LsPiogGeBr UG57rzYFWCS5JA0q0gvrXIEppnjBpqCBa9 7GXGb8gynAq2LQ2yDXLCB2TIetbKknCtF/ M752iM6tEKE6VLWnQXP09UZBE60kS2s6E mJFe9mbif14/N/G1X3CZ5YZJulgU5wKZFM 2eRxFXjBoxsYRQxe2tiI6IItTYiGo2BLz8 8irpXLjYc/HdZaPplnFU4QRO4RwwXEETbq EFbaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj0Vpxyplj+APn 8wfDjY+2</latexit><latexit sha1_bas e64="hbR8bTaGi0Xu6Px0ZRfTtwYSOkw=" >AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 8iKoMeCF49V7Ae0IWw2m3bpZhN3N0IJ/RN ePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAmuj ed9O5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b/+gfnjU0WmuKGv TVKSqFxLNBJesbbgRrJcpRpJQsG44vpn53 SemNE/lg5lkzE/IUPKYU2Ks1LsPiogGeBr UG57rzYFWCS5JA0q0gvrXIEppnjBpqCBa9 7GXGb8gynAq2LQ2yDXLCB2TIetbKknCtF/ M752iM6tEKE6VLWnQXP09UZBE60kS2s6E mJFe9mbif14/N/G1X3CZ5YZJulgU5wKZFM 2eRxFXjBoxsYRQxe2tiI6IItTYiGo2BLz8 8irpXLjYc/HdZaPplnFU4QRO4RwwXEETbq EFbaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj0Vpxyplj+APn 8wfDjY+2</latexit><latexit sha1_bas e64="hbR8bTaGi0Xu6Px0ZRfTtwYSOkw=" >AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 8iKoMeCF49V7Ae0IWw2m3bpZhN3N0IJ/RN ePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAmuj ed9O5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b/+gfnjU0WmuKGv TVKSqFxLNBJesbbgRrJcpRpJQsG44vpn53 SemNE/lg5lkzE/IUPKYU2Ks1LsPiogGeBr UG57rzYFWCS5JA0q0gvrXIEppnjBpqCBa9 7GXGb8gynAq2LQ2yDXLCB2TIetbKknCtF/ M752iM6tEKE6VLWnQXP09UZBE60kS2s6E mJFe9mbif14/N/G1X3CZ5YZJulgU5wKZFM 2eRxFXjBoxsYRQxe2tiI6IItTYiGo2BLz8 8irpXLjYc/HdZaPplnFU4QRO4RwwXEETbq EFbaAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj0Vpxyplj+APn 8wfDjY+2</latexit>
da1 , db1 , dc1
<latexit sha1_bas e64="jpj7JU/NXk9dkuc4JO3mPLYUjxw=" >AAACAnicbZDNSsNAFIVv6l+tf1FX4mawC C4kJCLosuDGZQXbCm0Ik8mkHTqZhJmJUEJ x46u4caGIW5/CnW/jtI2grQcGPs69lzv3h BlnSrvul1VZWl5ZXauu1zY2t7Z37N29tkp zSWiLpDyVdyFWlDNBW5ppTu8ySXESctoJh 1eTeueeSsVScatHGfUT3BcsZgRrYwX2QRQ UOPDGp8hA+APEQGDXXcedCi2CV0IdSjUD+ 7MXpSRPqNCEY6W6nptpv8BSM8LpuNbLFc0 wGeI+7RoUOKHKL6YnjNGxcSIUp9I8odHU /T1R4ESpURKazgTrgZqvTcz/at1cx5d+wU SWayrIbFGcc6RTNMkDRUxSovnIACaSmb8i MsASE21Sq5kQvPmTF6F95niu492c1xtOGU cVDuEITsCDC2jANTShBQQe4Ale4NV6tJ6t N+t91lqxypl9+CPr4xuUuJYw</latexit><latexit sha1_bas e64="jpj7JU/NXk9dkuc4JO3mPLYUjxw=" >AAACAnicbZDNSsNAFIVv6l+tf1FX4mawC C4kJCLosuDGZQXbCm0Ik8mkHTqZhJmJUEJ x46u4caGIW5/CnW/jtI2grQcGPs69lzv3h BlnSrvul1VZWl5ZXauu1zY2t7Z37N29tkp zSWiLpDyVdyFWlDNBW5ppTu8ySXESctoJh 1eTeueeSsVScatHGfUT3BcsZgRrYwX2QRQ UOPDGp8hA+APEQGDXXcedCi2CV0IdSjUD+ 7MXpSRPqNCEY6W6nptpv8BSM8LpuNbLFc0 wGeI+7RoUOKHKL6YnjNGxcSIUp9I8odHU /T1R4ESpURKazgTrgZqvTcz/at1cx5d+wU SWayrIbFGcc6RTNMkDRUxSovnIACaSmb8i MsASE21Sq5kQvPmTF6F95niu492c1xtOGU cVDuEITsCDC2jANTShBQQe4Ale4NV6tJ6t N+t91lqxypl9+CPr4xuUuJYw</latexit><latexit sha1_bas e64="jpj7JU/NXk9dkuc4JO3mPLYUjxw=" >AAACAnicbZDNSsNAFIVv6l+tf1FX4mawC C4kJCLosuDGZQXbCm0Ik8mkHTqZhJmJUEJ x46u4caGIW5/CnW/jtI2grQcGPs69lzv3h BlnSrvul1VZWl5ZXauu1zY2t7Z37N29tkp zSWiLpDyVdyFWlDNBW5ppTu8ySXESctoJh 1eTeueeSsVScatHGfUT3BcsZgRrYwX2QRQ UOPDGp8hA+APEQGDXXcedCi2CV0IdSjUD+ 7MXpSRPqNCEY6W6nptpv8BSM8LpuNbLFc0 wGeI+7RoUOKHKL6YnjNGxcSIUp9I8odHU /T1R4ESpURKazgTrgZqvTcz/at1cx5d+wU SWayrIbFGcc6RTNMkDRUxSovnIACaSmb8i MsASE21Sq5kQvPmTF6F95niu492c1xtOGU cVDuEITsCDC2jANTShBQQe4Ale4NV6tJ6t N+t91lqxypl9+CPr4xuUuJYw</latexit><latexit sha1_bas e64="jpj7JU/NXk9dkuc4JO3mPLYUjxw=" >AAACAnicbZDNSsNAFIVv6l+tf1FX4mawC C4kJCLosuDGZQXbCm0Ik8mkHTqZhJmJUEJ x46u4caGIW5/CnW/jtI2grQcGPs69lzv3h BlnSrvul1VZWl5ZXauu1zY2t7Z37N29tkp zSWiLpDyVdyFWlDNBW5ppTu8ySXESctoJh 1eTeueeSsVScatHGfUT3BcsZgRrYwX2QRQ UOPDGp8hA+APEQGDXXcedCi2CV0IdSjUD+ 7MXpSRPqNCEY6W6nptpv8BSM8LpuNbLFc0 wGeI+7RoUOKHKL6YnjNGxcSIUp9I8odHU /T1R4ESpURKazgTrgZqvTcz/at1cx5d+wU SWayrIbFGcc6RTNMkDRUxSovnIACaSmb8i MsASE21Sq5kQvPmTF6F95niu492c1xtOGU cVDuEITsCDC2jANTShBQQe4Ale4NV6tJ6t N+t91lqxypl9+CPr4xuUuJYw</latexit>
Cdc1
<latexit sha1_bas e64="T8Gs0OvyVa7QEBIMrrngFOxIHcY=" >AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0iqoMdCLx4rmLbQhrDZbNqlm03c3Qgl9E9 48aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcaZ0 o7zbVU2Nre2d6q7tb39g8Oj+vFJV6W5JNQ jKU9lP8SKciaop5nmtJ9JipOQ0144ac/93 hOViqXiQU8z6id4JFjMCNZG6reDIiKBOwv qDcd2FkDrxC1JA0p0gvrXMEpJnlChCcdKD Vwn036BpWaE01ltmCuaYTLBIzowVOCEKr9 Y3DtDF0aJUJxKU0Kjhfp7osCJUtMkNJ0J 1mO16s3F/7xBruNbv2AiyzUVZLkozjnSKZ o/jyImKdF8aggmkplbERljiYk2EdVMCO7q y+uk27TdK7t5f91o2WUcVTiDc7gEF26gBX fQAQ8IcHiGV3izHq0X6936WLZWrHLmFP7A +vwBrbaPqw==</latexit> a, b, c
<latexit sha1_base64="NbMH++PogmqZ ypE2rHwPg9uvcpo=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBQymJCHosePFYwbSFNp TNdtMu3WzC7kQoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1MpDLrut1Pa2Nza3invVv b2Dw6PqscnbZNkmnGfJTLR3ZAaLoXiPgqUvJtqTuNQ8k44uZv7nSeujUjUI05THsR0pE QkGEUr+bQe1tmgWnMb7gJknXgFqUGB1qD61R8mLIu5QiapMT3PTTHIqUbBJJ9V+pnhKW UTOuI9SxWNuQnyxbEzcmGVIYkSbUshWai/J3IaGzONQ9sZUxybVW8u/uf1Moxug1yoN EOu2HJRlEmCCZl/ToZCc4ZyagllWthbCRtTTRnafCo2BG/15XXSvmp4bsN7uK41G0UcZ TiDc7gED26gCffQAh8YCHiGV3hzlPPivDsfy9aSU8ycwh84nz8EDo4W</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NbMH++PogmqZ ypE2rHwPg9uvcpo=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBQymJCHosePFYwbSFNp TNdtMu3WzC7kQoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1MpDLrut1Pa2Nza3invVv b2Dw6PqscnbZNkmnGfJTLR3ZAaLoXiPgqUvJtqTuNQ8k44uZv7nSeujUjUI05THsR0pE QkGEUr+bQe1tmgWnMb7gJknXgFqUGB1qD61R8mLIu5QiapMT3PTTHIqUbBJJ9V+pnhKW UTOuI9SxWNuQnyxbEzcmGVIYkSbUshWai/J3IaGzONQ9sZUxybVW8u/uf1Moxug1yoN EOu2HJRlEmCCZl/ToZCc4ZyagllWthbCRtTTRnafCo2BG/15XXSvmp4bsN7uK41G0UcZ TiDc7gED26gCffQAh8YCHiGV3hzlPPivDsfy9aSU8ycwh84nz8EDo4W</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NbMH++PogmqZ ypE2rHwPg9uvcpo=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBQymJCHosePFYwbSFNp TNdtMu3WzC7kQoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1MpDLrut1Pa2Nza3invVv b2Dw6PqscnbZNkmnGfJTLR3ZAaLoXiPgqUvJtqTuNQ8k44uZv7nSeujUjUI05THsR0pE QkGEUr+bQe1tmgWnMb7gJknXgFqUGB1qD61R8mLIu5QiapMT3PTTHIqUbBJJ9V+pnhKW UTOuI9SxWNuQnyxbEzcmGVIYkSbUshWai/J3IaGzONQ9sZUxybVW8u/uf1Moxug1yoN EOu2HJRlEmCCZl/ToZCc4ZyagllWthbCRtTTRnafCo2BG/15XXSvmp4bsN7uK41G0UcZ TiDc7gED26gCffQAh8YCHiGV3hzlPPivDsfy9aSU8ycwh84nz8EDo4W</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NbMH++PogmqZ ypE2rHwPg9uvcpo=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBQymJCHosePFYwbSFNp TNdtMu3WzC7kQoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1MpDLrut1Pa2Nza3invVv b2Dw6PqscnbZNkmnGfJTLR3ZAaLoXiPgqUvJtqTuNQ8k44uZv7nSeujUjUI05THsR0pE QkGEUr+bQe1tmgWnMb7gJknXgFqUGB1qD61R8mLIu5QiapMT3PTTHIqUbBJJ9V+pnhKW UTOuI9SxWNuQnyxbEzcmGVIYkSbUshWai/J3IaGzONQ9sZUxybVW8u/uf1Moxug1yoN EOu2HJRlEmCCZl/ToZCc4ZyagllWthbCRtTTRnafCo2BG/15XXSvmp4bsN7uK41G0UcZ TiDc7gED26gCffQAh8YCHiGV3hzlPPivDsfy9aSU8ycwh84nz8EDo4W</latexit>
R1
<latexit sha1_base64="Xt9qBNgYtXr+ MDiNSP6vpXtJuzM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hE0GPBi8f60Q9oQ9 lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOd9O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZW d3b/+genjUMkmmGW+yRCa6E1LDpVC8iQIl76Sa0ziUvB2Ob2Z++4lrIxL1iJOUBzEdKh EJRtFKD/d9v1+tea43B1klfkFqUKDRr371BgnLYq6QSWpM1/dSDHKqUTDJp5VeZnhK2Z gOeddSRWNugnx+6pScWWVAokTbUkjm6u+JnMbGTOLQdsYUR2bZm4n/ed0Mo+sgFyrNk Cu2WBRlkmBCZn+TgdCcoZxYQpkW9lbCRlRThjadig3BX355lbQuXN9z/bvLWt0t4ijDC ZzCOfhwBXW4hQY0gcEQnuEV3hzpvDjvzseiteQUM8fwB87nD8u5jWY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Xt9qBNgYtXr+ MDiNSP6vpXtJuzM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hE0GPBi8f60Q9oQ9 lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOd9O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZW d3b/+genjUMkmmGW+yRCa6E1LDpVC8iQIl76Sa0ziUvB2Ob2Z++4lrIxL1iJOUBzEdKh EJRtFKD/d9v1+tea43B1klfkFqUKDRr371BgnLYq6QSWpM1/dSDHKqUTDJp5VeZnhK2Z gOeddSRWNugnx+6pScWWVAokTbUkjm6u+JnMbGTOLQdsYUR2bZm4n/ed0Mo+sgFyrNk Cu2WBRlkmBCZn+TgdCcoZxYQpkW9lbCRlRThjadig3BX355lbQuXN9z/bvLWt0t4ijDC ZzCOfhwBXW4hQY0gcEQnuEV3hzpvDjvzseiteQUM8fwB87nD8u5jWY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Xt9qBNgYtXr+ MDiNSP6vpXtJuzM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hE0GPBi8f60Q9oQ9 lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOd9O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZW d3b/+genjUMkmmGW+yRCa6E1LDpVC8iQIl76Sa0ziUvB2Ob2Z++4lrIxL1iJOUBzEdKh EJRtFKD/d9v1+tea43B1klfkFqUKDRr371BgnLYq6QSWpM1/dSDHKqUTDJp5VeZnhK2Z gOeddSRWNugnx+6pScWWVAokTbUkjm6u+JnMbGTOLQdsYUR2bZm4n/ed0Mo+sgFyrNk Cu2WBRlkmBCZn+TgdCcoZxYQpkW9lbCRlRThjadig3BX355lbQuXN9z/bvLWt0t4ijDC ZzCOfhwBXW4hQY0gcEQnuEV3hzpvDjvzseiteQUM8fwB87nD8u5jWY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Xt9qBNgYtXr+ MDiNSP6vpXtJuzM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hE0GPBi8f60Q9oQ9 lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOd9O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZW d3b/+genjUMkmmGW+yRCa6E1LDpVC8iQIl76Sa0ziUvB2Ob2Z++4lrIxL1iJOUBzEdKh EJRtFKD/d9v1+tea43B1klfkFqUKDRr371BgnLYq6QSWpM1/dSDHKqUTDJp5VeZnhK2Z gOeddSRWNugnx+6pScWWVAokTbUkjm6u+JnMbGTOLQdsYUR2bZm4n/ed0Mo+sgFyrNk Cu2WBRlkmBCZn+TgdCcoZxYQpkW9lbCRlRThjadig3BX355lbQuXN9z/bvLWt0t4ijDC ZzCOfhwBXW4hQY0gcEQnuEV3hzpvDjvzseiteQUM8fwB87nD8u5jWY=</latexit>
L1
<latexit sha1_base64="sbRIvhqpZzz4 /tYGNCGBCqCJsj8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hE0GPBiwcPFe0HtK Fstpt26WYTdidCCf0JXjwo4tVf5M1/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXphKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7 Kzu7d/UD08apkk04w3WSIT3Qmp4VIo3kSBkndSzWkcSt4Oxzczv/3EtRGJesRJyoOYDp WIBKNopYe7vt+v1jzXm4OsEr8gNSjQ6Fe/eoOEZTFXyCQ1put7KQY51SiY5NNKLzM8pW xMh7xrqaIxN0E+P3VKzqwyIFGibSkkc/X3RE5jYyZxaDtjiiOz7M3E/7xuhtF1kAuVZ sgVWyyKMkkwIbO/yUBozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUObTsWG4C+/vEpaF67vuf79Za3uFnGU4 QRO4Rx8uII63EIDmsBgCM/wCm+OdF6cd+dj0Vpyiplj+APn8wfClY1g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sbRIvhqpZzz4 /tYGNCGBCqCJsj8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hE0GPBiwcPFe0HtK Fstpt26WYTdidCCf0JXjwo4tVf5M1/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXphKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7 Kzu7d/UD08apkk04w3WSIT3Qmp4VIo3kSBkndSzWkcSt4Oxzczv/3EtRGJesRJyoOYDp WIBKNopYe7vt+v1jzXm4OsEr8gNSjQ6Fe/eoOEZTFXyCQ1put7KQY51SiY5NNKLzM8pW xMh7xrqaIxN0E+P3VKzqwyIFGibSkkc/X3RE5jYyZxaDtjiiOz7M3E/7xuhtF1kAuVZ sgVWyyKMkkwIbO/yUBozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUObTsWG4C+/vEpaF67vuf79Za3uFnGU4 QRO4Rx8uII63EIDmsBgCM/wCm+OdF6cd+dj0Vpyiplj+APn8wfClY1g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sbRIvhqpZzz4 /tYGNCGBCqCJsj8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hE0GPBiwcPFe0HtK Fstpt26WYTdidCCf0JXjwo4tVf5M1/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXphKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7 Kzu7d/UD08apkk04w3WSIT3Qmp4VIo3kSBkndSzWkcSt4Oxzczv/3EtRGJesRJyoOYDp WIBKNopYe7vt+v1jzXm4OsEr8gNSjQ6Fe/eoOEZTFXyCQ1put7KQY51SiY5NNKLzM8pW xMh7xrqaIxN0E+P3VKzqwyIFGibSkkc/X3RE5jYyZxaDtjiiOz7M3E/7xuhtF1kAuVZ sgVWyyKMkkwIbO/yUBozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUObTsWG4C+/vEpaF67vuf79Za3uFnGU4 QRO4Rx8uII63EIDmsBgCM/wCm+OdF6cd+dj0Vpyiplj+APn8wfClY1g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sbRIvhqpZzz4 /tYGNCGBCqCJsj8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hE0GPBiwcPFe0HtK Fstpt26WYTdidCCf0JXjwo4tVf5M1/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXphKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7 Kzu7d/UD08apkk04w3WSIT3Qmp4VIo3kSBkndSzWkcSt4Oxzczv/3EtRGJesRJyoOYDp WIBKNopYe7vt+v1jzXm4OsEr8gNSjQ6Fe/eoOEZTFXyCQ1put7KQY51SiY5NNKLzM8pW xMh7xrqaIxN0E+P3VKzqwyIFGibSkkc/X3RE5jYyZxaDtjiiOz7M3E/7xuhtF1kAuVZ sgVWyyKMkkwIbO/yUBozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUObTsWG4C+/vEpaF67vuf79Za3uFnGU4 QRO4Rx8uII63EIDmsBgCM/wCm+OdF6cd+dj0Vpyiplj+APn8wfClY1g</latexit>
i1
<latexit sha1_base64="Pn4Ckg3o+OfT 7lX8SCrNZLwRUuc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hEqMeCF48V7Qe0oW y2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0PO+ndLG5tb2Tnm3sr d/cHhUPT5pmyTTjLdYIhPdDanhUijeQoGSd1PNaRxK3gknt3O/88S1EYl6xGnKg5iOlI gEo2ilBzHwB9Wa53oLkHXiF6QGBZqD6ld/mLAs5gqZpMb0fC/FIKcaBZN8VulnhqeUTe iI9yxVNOYmyBenzsiFVYYkSrQthWSh/p7IaWzMNA5tZ0xxbFa9ufif18swuglyodIMu WLLRVEmCSZk/jcZCs0ZyqkllGlhbyVsTDVlaNOp2BD81ZfXSfvK9T3Xv7+uNdwijjKcw Tlcgg91aMAdNKEFDEbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PpatJaeYOYU/cD5/AO7DjX0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Pn4Ckg3o+OfT 7lX8SCrNZLwRUuc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hEqMeCF48V7Qe0oW y2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0PO+ndLG5tb2Tnm3sr d/cHhUPT5pmyTTjLdYIhPdDanhUijeQoGSd1PNaRxK3gknt3O/88S1EYl6xGnKg5iOlI gEo2ilBzHwB9Wa53oLkHXiF6QGBZqD6ld/mLAs5gqZpMb0fC/FIKcaBZN8VulnhqeUTe iI9yxVNOYmyBenzsiFVYYkSrQthWSh/p7IaWzMNA5tZ0xxbFa9ufif18swuglyodIMu WLLRVEmCSZk/jcZCs0ZyqkllGlhbyVsTDVlaNOp2BD81ZfXSfvK9T3Xv7+uNdwijjKcw Tlcgg91aMAdNKEFDEbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PpatJaeYOYU/cD5/AO7DjX0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Pn4Ckg3o+OfT 7lX8SCrNZLwRUuc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hEqMeCF48V7Qe0oW y2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0PO+ndLG5tb2Tnm3sr d/cHhUPT5pmyTTjLdYIhPdDanhUijeQoGSd1PNaRxK3gknt3O/88S1EYl6xGnKg5iOlI gEo2ilBzHwB9Wa53oLkHXiF6QGBZqD6ld/mLAs5gqZpMb0fC/FIKcaBZN8VulnhqeUTe iI9yxVNOYmyBenzsiFVYYkSrQthWSh/p7IaWzMNA5tZ0xxbFa9ufif18swuglyodIMu WLLRVEmCSZk/jcZCs0ZyqkllGlhbyVsTDVlaNOp2BD81ZfXSfvK9T3Xv7+uNdwijjKcw Tlcgg91aMAdNKEFDEbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PpatJaeYOYU/cD5/AO7DjX0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Pn4Ckg3o+OfT 7lX8SCrNZLwRUuc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hEqMeCF48V7Qe0oW y2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0PO+ndLG5tb2Tnm3sr d/cHhUPT5pmyTTjLdYIhPdDanhUijeQoGSd1PNaRxK3gknt3O/88S1EYl6xGnKg5iOlI gEo2ilBzHwB9Wa53oLkHXiF6QGBZqD6ld/mLAs5gqZpMb0fC/FIKcaBZN8VulnhqeUTe iI9yxVNOYmyBenzsiFVYYkSrQthWSh/p7IaWzMNA5tZ0xxbFa9ufif18swuglyodIMu WLLRVEmCSZk/jcZCs0ZyqkllGlhbyVsTDVlaNOp2BD81ZfXSfvK9T3Xv7+uNdwijjKcw Tlcgg91aMAdNKEFDEbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PpatJaeYOYU/cD5/AO7DjX0=</latexit>
⇡<latexit sha1_base64="/H0H+oieNRet KJwY6f7dDqHv1II=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqeyKYI8FLx4r2A/YLi WbZtvQbBKSWbEs/RlePCji1V/jzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZerAW34PvfXmljc2t7p7xb2d s/ODyqHp90rMoMZW2qhDK9mFgmuGRt4CBYTxtG0liwbjy5nfvdR2YsV/IBpppFKRlJnn BKwElhPusTrY16ymeDas2v+wvgdRIUpIYKtAbVr/5Q0SxlEqgg1oaBryHKiQFOBZtV+p llmtAJGbHQUUlSZqN8cfIMXzhliBNlXEnAC/X3RE5Sa6dp7DpTAmO76s3F/7wwg6QR5 VzqDJiky0VJJjAoPP8fD7lhFMTUEUINd7diOiaGUHApVVwIwerL66RzVQ/8enB/XWs2i jjK6Aydo0sUoBvURHeohdqIIoWe0St688B78d69j2VryStmTtEfeJ8/I8KRxA==</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="/H0H+oieNRet KJwY6f7dDqHv1II=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqeyKYI8FLx4r2A/YLi WbZtvQbBKSWbEs/RlePCji1V/jzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZerAW34PvfXmljc2t7p7xb2d s/ODyqHp90rMoMZW2qhDK9mFgmuGRt4CBYTxtG0liwbjy5nfvdR2YsV/IBpppFKRlJnn BKwElhPusTrY16ymeDas2v+wvgdRIUpIYKtAbVr/5Q0SxlEqgg1oaBryHKiQFOBZtV+p llmtAJGbHQUUlSZqN8cfIMXzhliBNlXEnAC/X3RE5Sa6dp7DpTAmO76s3F/7wwg6QR5 VzqDJiky0VJJjAoPP8fD7lhFMTUEUINd7diOiaGUHApVVwIwerL66RzVQ/8enB/XWs2i jjK6Aydo0sUoBvURHeohdqIIoWe0St688B78d69j2VryStmTtEfeJ8/I8KRxA==</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="/H0H+oieNRet KJwY6f7dDqHv1II=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqeyKYI8FLx4r2A/YLi WbZtvQbBKSWbEs/RlePCji1V/jzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZerAW34PvfXmljc2t7p7xb2d s/ODyqHp90rMoMZW2qhDK9mFgmuGRt4CBYTxtG0liwbjy5nfvdR2YsV/IBpppFKRlJnn BKwElhPusTrY16ymeDas2v+wvgdRIUpIYKtAbVr/5Q0SxlEqgg1oaBryHKiQFOBZtV+p llmtAJGbHQUUlSZqN8cfIMXzhliBNlXEnAC/X3RE5Sa6dp7DpTAmO76s3F/7wwg6QR5 VzqDJiky0VJJjAoPP8fD7lhFMTUEUINd7diOiaGUHApVVwIwerL66RzVQ/8enB/XWs2i jjK6Aydo0sUoBvURHeohdqIIoWe0St688B78d69j2VryStmTtEfeJ8/I8KRxA==</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="/H0H+oieNRet KJwY6f7dDqHv1II=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqeyKYI8FLx4r2A/YLi WbZtvQbBKSWbEs/RlePCji1V/jzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZerAW34PvfXmljc2t7p7xb2d s/ODyqHp90rMoMZW2qhDK9mFgmuGRt4CBYTxtG0liwbjy5nfvdR2YsV/IBpppFKRlJnn BKwElhPusTrY16ymeDas2v+wvgdRIUpIYKtAbVr/5Q0SxlEqgg1oaBryHKiQFOBZtV+p llmtAJGbHQUUlSZqN8cfIMXzhliBNlXEnAC/X3RE5Sa6dp7DpTAmO76s3F/7wwg6QR5 VzqDJiky0VJJjAoPP8fD7lhFMTUEUINd7diOiaGUHApVVwIwerL66RzVQ/8enB/XWs2i jjK6Aydo0sUoBvURHeohdqIIoWe0St688B78d69j2VryStmTtEfeJ8/I8KRxA==</lat exit>
Inverter
a, b, c
<latexit sha1_base64="NbMH++PogmqZ ypE2rHwPg9uvcpo=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBQymJCHosePFYwbSFNp TNdtMu3WzC7kQoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1MpDLrut1Pa2Nza3invVv b2Dw6PqscnbZNkmnGfJTLR3ZAaLoXiPgqUvJtqTuNQ8k44uZv7nSeujUjUI05THsR0pE QkGEUr+bQe1tmgWnMb7gJknXgFqUGB1qD61R8mLIu5QiapMT3PTTHIqUbBJJ9V+pnhKW UTOuI9SxWNuQnyxbEzcmGVIYkSbUshWai/J3IaGzONQ9sZUxybVW8u/uf1Moxug1yoN EOu2HJRlEmCCZl/ToZCc4ZyagllWthbCRtTTRnafCo2BG/15XXSvmp4bsN7uK41G0UcZ TiDc7gED26gCffQAh8YCHiGV3hzlPPivDsfy9aSU8ycwh84nz8EDo4W</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NbMH++PogmqZ ypE2rHwPg9uvcpo=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBQymJCHosePFYwbSFNp TNdtMu3WzC7kQoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1MpDLrut1Pa2Nza3invVv b2Dw6PqscnbZNkmnGfJTLR3ZAaLoXiPgqUvJtqTuNQ8k44uZv7nSeujUjUI05THsR0pE QkGEUr+bQe1tmgWnMb7gJknXgFqUGB1qD61R8mLIu5QiapMT3PTTHIqUbBJJ9V+pnhKW UTOuI9SxWNuQnyxbEzcmGVIYkSbUshWai/J3IaGzONQ9sZUxybVW8u/uf1Moxug1yoN EOu2HJRlEmCCZl/ToZCc4ZyagllWthbCRtTTRnafCo2BG/15XXSvmp4bsN7uK41G0UcZ TiDc7gED26gCffQAh8YCHiGV3hzlPPivDsfy9aSU8ycwh84nz8EDo4W</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NbMH++PogmqZ ypE2rHwPg9uvcpo=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBQymJCHosePFYwbSFNp TNdtMu3WzC7kQoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1MpDLrut1Pa2Nza3invVv b2Dw6PqscnbZNkmnGfJTLR3ZAaLoXiPgqUvJtqTuNQ8k44uZv7nSeujUjUI05THsR0pE QkGEUr+bQe1tmgWnMb7gJknXgFqUGB1qD61R8mLIu5QiapMT3PTTHIqUbBJJ9V+pnhKW UTOuI9SxWNuQnyxbEzcmGVIYkSbUshWai/J3IaGzONQ9sZUxybVW8u/uf1Moxug1yoN EOu2HJRlEmCCZl/ToZCc4ZyagllWthbCRtTTRnafCo2BG/15XXSvmp4bsN7uK41G0UcZ TiDc7gED26gCffQAh8YCHiGV3hzlPPivDsfy9aSU8ycwh84nz8EDo4W</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NbMH++PogmqZ ypE2rHwPg9uvcpo=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBQymJCHosePFYwbSFNp TNdtMu3WzC7kQoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1MpDLrut1Pa2Nza3invVv b2Dw6PqscnbZNkmnGfJTLR3ZAaLoXiPgqUvJtqTuNQ8k44uZv7nSeujUjUI05THsR0pE QkGEUr+bQe1tmgWnMb7gJknXgFqUGB1qD61R8mLIu5QiapMT3PTTHIqUbBJJ9V+pnhKW UTOuI9SxWNuQnyxbEzcmGVIYkSbUshWai/J3IaGzONQ9sZUxybVW8u/uf1Moxug1yoN EOu2HJRlEmCCZl/ToZCc4ZyagllWthbCRtTTRnafCo2BG/15XXSvmp4bsN7uK41G0UcZ TiDc7gED26gCffQAh8YCHiGV3hzlPPivDsfy9aSU8ycwh84nz8EDo4W</latexit>
abc Bus
vN
<latexit sha1_base64="dqax MALdcNfjlAZlkyHvz M1HOKM=">AAAB6nic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/q h69LBbBU0hE0GPBiy epaD+gDWWz3bRLN5u wOymU0J/gxYMiXv1F 3vw3btsctPpg4PHeD DPzwlQKg5735ZTW1j c2t8rblZ3dvf2D6u FRyySZZrzJEpnoTkg Nl0LxJgqUvJNqTuNQ 8nY4vpn77QnXRiTqE acpD2I6VCISjKKVHi b9u3615rneAuQv8Qt SgwKNfvWzN0hYFnOF TFJjur6XYpBTjYJJP qv0MsNTysZ0yLuWKh pzE+SLU2fkzCoDEiX alkKyUH9O5DQ2ZhqH tjOmODKr3lz8z+tmG F0HuVBphlyx5aIokw QTMv+bDITmDOXUEsq 0sLcSNqKaMrTpVGwI /urLf0nrwvU917+/r NXdIo4ynMApnIMPV1 CHW2hAExgM4Qle4NW RzrPz5rwvW0tOMXMM v+B8fAMulI2n</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="dqax MALdcNfjlAZlkyHvz M1HOKM=">AAAB6nic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/q h69LBbBU0hE0GPBiy epaD+gDWWz3bRLN5u wOymU0J/gxYMiXv1F 3vw3btsctPpg4PHeD DPzwlQKg5735ZTW1j c2t8rblZ3dvf2D6u FRyySZZrzJEpnoTkg Nl0LxJgqUvJNqTuNQ 8nY4vpn77QnXRiTqE acpD2I6VCISjKKVHi b9u3615rneAuQv8Qt SgwKNfvWzN0hYFnOF TFJjur6XYpBTjYJJP qv0MsNTysZ0yLuWKh pzE+SLU2fkzCoDEiX alkKyUH9O5DQ2ZhqH tjOmODKr3lz8z+tmG F0HuVBphlyx5aIokw QTMv+bDITmDOXUEsq 0sLcSNqKaMrTpVGwI /urLf0nrwvU917+/r NXdIo4ynMApnIMPV1 CHW2hAExgM4Qle4NW RzrPz5rwvW0tOMXMM v+B8fAMulI2n</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="dqax MALdcNfjlAZlkyHvz M1HOKM=">AAAB6nic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/q h69LBbBU0hE0GPBiy epaD+gDWWz3bRLN5u wOymU0J/gxYMiXv1F 3vw3btsctPpg4PHeD DPzwlQKg5735ZTW1j c2t8rblZ3dvf2D6u FRyySZZrzJEpnoTkg Nl0LxJgqUvJNqTuNQ 8nY4vpn77QnXRiTqE acpD2I6VCISjKKVHi b9u3615rneAuQv8Qt SgwKNfvWzN0hYFnOF TFJjur6XYpBTjYJJP qv0MsNTysZ0yLuWKh pzE+SLU2fkzCoDEiX alkKyUH9O5DQ2ZhqH tjOmODKr3lz8z+tmG F0HuVBphlyx5aIokw QTMv+bDITmDOXUEsq 0sLcSNqKaMrTpVGwI /urLf0nrwvU917+/r NXdIo4ynMApnIMPV1 CHW2hAExgM4Qle4NW RzrPz5rwvW0tOMXMM v+B8fAMulI2n</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="dqax MALdcNfjlAZlkyHvz M1HOKM=">AAAB6nic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/q h69LBbBU0hE0GPBiy epaD+gDWWz3bRLN5u wOymU0J/gxYMiXv1F 3vw3btsctPpg4PHeD DPzwlQKg5735ZTW1j c2t8rblZ3dvf2D6u FRyySZZrzJEpnoTkg Nl0LxJgqUvJNqTuNQ 8nY4vpn77QnXRiTqE acpD2I6VCISjKKVHi b9u3615rneAuQv8Qt SgwKNfvWzN0hYFnOF TFJjur6XYpBTjYJJP qv0MsNTysZ0yLuWKh pzE+SLU2fkzCoDEiX alkKyUH9O5DQ2ZhqH tjOmODKr3lz8z+tmG F0HuVBphlyx5aIokw QTMv+bDITmDOXUEsq 0sLcSNqKaMrTpVGwI /urLf0nrwvU917+/r NXdIo4ynMApnIMPV1 CHW2hAExgM4Qle4NW RzrPz5rwvW0tOMXMM v+B8fAMulI2n</lat exit>
uN
<latexit sha1_base64="eqDX ylLdc7Bq5xDuisWXV xU41ok=">AAAB6nic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/q h69LBbBU0hE0GPBiy epaD+gDWWz3bRLN5u wOxFK6E/w4kERr/4i b/4bt20O2vpg4PHeD DPzwlQKg5737ZTW1j c2t8rblZ3dvf2D6u FRyySZZrzJEpnoTkg Nl0LxJgqUvJNqTuNQ 8nY4vpn57SeujUjUI 05SHsR0qEQkGEUrPW T9u3615rneHGSV+AW pQYFGv/rVGyQsi7lC JqkxXd9LMcipRsEkn 1Z6meEpZWM65F1LFY 25CfL5qVNyZpUBiRJ tSyGZq78nchobM4lD 2xlTHJllbyb+53Uzj K6DXKg0Q67YYlGUSY IJmf1NBkJzhnJiCWV a2FsJG1FNGdp0KjYE f/nlVdK6cH3P9e8va 3W3iKMMJ3AK5+DDFd ThFhrQBAZDeIZXeHO k8+K8Ox+L1pJTzBzD HzifPy0OjaY=</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="eqDX ylLdc7Bq5xDuisWXV xU41ok=">AAAB6nic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/q h69LBbBU0hE0GPBiy epaD+gDWWz3bRLN5u wOxFK6E/w4kERr/4i b/4bt20O2vpg4PHeD DPzwlQKg5737ZTW1j c2t8rblZ3dvf2D6u FRyySZZrzJEpnoTkg Nl0LxJgqUvJNqTuNQ 8nY4vpn57SeujUjUI 05SHsR0qEQkGEUrPW T9u3615rneHGSV+AW pQYFGv/rVGyQsi7lC JqkxXd9LMcipRsEkn 1Z6meEpZWM65F1LFY 25CfL5qVNyZpUBiRJ tSyGZq78nchobM4lD 2xlTHJllbyb+53Uzj K6DXKg0Q67YYlGUSY IJmf1NBkJzhnJiCWV a2FsJG1FNGdp0KjYE f/nlVdK6cH3P9e8va 3W3iKMMJ3AK5+DDFd ThFhrQBAZDeIZXeHO k8+K8Ox+L1pJTzBzD HzifPy0OjaY=</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="eqDX ylLdc7Bq5xDuisWXV xU41ok=">AAAB6nic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/q h69LBbBU0hE0GPBiy epaD+gDWWz3bRLN5u wOxFK6E/w4kERr/4i b/4bt20O2vpg4PHeD DPzwlQKg5737ZTW1j c2t8rblZ3dvf2D6u FRyySZZrzJEpnoTkg Nl0LxJgqUvJNqTuNQ 8nY4vpn57SeujUjUI 05SHsR0qEQkGEUrPW T9u3615rneHGSV+AW pQYFGv/rVGyQsi7lC JqkxXd9LMcipRsEkn 1Z6meEpZWM65F1LFY 25CfL5qVNyZpUBiRJ tSyGZq78nchobM4lD 2xlTHJllbyb+53Uzj K6DXKg0Q67YYlGUSY IJmf1NBkJzhnJiCWV a2FsJG1FNGdp0KjYE f/nlVdK6cH3P9e8va 3W3iKMMJ3AK5+DDFd ThFhrQBAZDeIZXeHO k8+K8Ox+L1pJTzBzD HzifPy0OjaY=</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="eqDX ylLdc7Bq5xDuisWXV xU41ok=">AAAB6nic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/q h69LBbBU0hE0GPBiy epaD+gDWWz3bRLN5u wOxFK6E/w4kERr/4i b/4bt20O2vpg4PHeD DPzwlQKg5737ZTW1j c2t8rblZ3dvf2D6u FRyySZZrzJEpnoTkg Nl0LxJgqUvJNqTuNQ 8nY4vpn57SeujUjUI 05SHsR0qEQkGEUrPW T9u3615rneHGSV+AW pQYFGv/rVGyQsi7lC JqkxXd9LMcipRsEkn 1Z6meEpZWM65F1LFY 25CfL5qVNyZpUBiRJ tSyGZq78nchobM4lD 2xlTHJllbyb+53Uzj K6DXKg0Q67YYlGUSY IJmf1NBkJzhnJiCWV a2FsJG1FNGdp0KjYE f/nlVdK6cH3P9e8va 3W3iKMMJ3AK5+DDFd ThFhrQBAZDeIZXeHO k8+K8Ox+L1pJTzBzD HzifPy0OjaY=</lat exit>
RdcN
<latexit sha1_base64="g5T0 IuTVR70KWQHY47n8p d4opAA=">AAAB73ic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/q h69LBbBU0hE0GPBiy epYmuhDWGz2bRLN7t xdyOU0D/hxYMiXv07 3vw3btsctPXBwOO9G WbmRRln2njet1NZWV 1b36hu1ra2d3b36v sHHS1zRWibSC5VN8K aciZo2zDDaTdTFKcR pw/R6GrqPzxRpZkU9 2ac0SDFA8ESRrCxUv cuLGIS3kzCesNzvRn QMvFL0oASrbD+1Y8l yVMqDOFY657vZSYos DKMcDqp9XNNM0xGeE B7lgqcUh0Us3sn6MQ qMUqksiUMmqm/Jwqc aj1OI9uZYjPUi95U/ M/r5Sa5DAomstxQQe aLkpwjI9H0eRQzRYn hY0swUczeisgQK0yM jahmQ/AXX14mnTPX9 1z/9rzRdMs4qnAEx3 AKPlxAE66hBW0gwOE ZXuHNeXRenHfnY95a ccqZQ/gD5/MH756P0 w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="g5T0 IuTVR70KWQHY47n8p d4opAA=">AAAB73ic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/q h69LBbBU0hE0GPBiy epYmuhDWGz2bRLN7t xdyOU0D/hxYMiXv07 3vw3btsctPXBwOO9G WbmRRln2njet1NZWV 1b36hu1ra2d3b36v sHHS1zRWibSC5VN8K aciZo2zDDaTdTFKcR pw/R6GrqPzxRpZkU9 2ac0SDFA8ESRrCxUv cuLGIS3kzCesNzvRn QMvFL0oASrbD+1Y8l yVMqDOFY657vZSYos DKMcDqp9XNNM0xGeE B7lgqcUh0Us3sn6MQ qMUqksiUMmqm/Jwqc aj1OI9uZYjPUi95U/ M/r5Sa5DAomstxQQe aLkpwjI9H0eRQzRYn hY0swUczeisgQK0yM jahmQ/AXX14mnTPX9 1z/9rzRdMs4qnAEx3 AKPlxAE66hBW0gwOE ZXuHNeXRenHfnY95a ccqZQ/gD5/MH756P0 w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="g5T0 IuTVR70KWQHY47n8p d4opAA=">AAAB73ic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/q h69LBbBU0hE0GPBiy epYmuhDWGz2bRLN7t xdyOU0D/hxYMiXv07 3vw3btsctPXBwOO9G WbmRRln2njet1NZWV 1b36hu1ra2d3b36v sHHS1zRWibSC5VN8K aciZo2zDDaTdTFKcR pw/R6GrqPzxRpZkU9 2ac0SDFA8ESRrCxUv cuLGIS3kzCesNzvRn QMvFL0oASrbD+1Y8l yVMqDOFY657vZSYos DKMcDqp9XNNM0xGeE B7lgqcUh0Us3sn6MQ qMUqksiUMmqm/Jwqc aj1OI9uZYjPUi95U/ M/r5Sa5DAomstxQQe aLkpwjI9H0eRQzRYn hY0swUczeisgQK0yM jahmQ/AXX14mnTPX9 1z/9rzRdMs4qnAEx3 AKPlxAE66hBW0gwOE ZXuHNeXRenHfnY95a ccqZQ/gD5/MH756P0 w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="g5T0 IuTVR70KWQHY47n8p d4opAA=">AAAB73ic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/q h69LBbBU0hE0GPBiy epYmuhDWGz2bRLN7t xdyOU0D/hxYMiXv07 3vw3btsctPXBwOO9G WbmRRln2njet1NZWV 1b36hu1ra2d3b36v sHHS1zRWibSC5VN8K aciZo2zDDaTdTFKcR pw/R6GrqPzxRpZkU9 2ac0SDFA8ESRrCxUv cuLGIS3kzCesNzvRn QMvFL0oASrbD+1Y8l yVMqDOFY657vZSYos DKMcDqp9XNNM0xGeE B7lgqcUh0Us3sn6MQ qMUqksiUMmqm/Jwqc aj1OI9uZYjPUi95U/ M/r5Sa5DAomstxQQe aLkpwjI9H0eRQzRYn hY0swUczeisgQK0yM jahmQ/AXX14mnTPX9 1z/9rzRdMs4qnAEx3 AKPlxAE66hBW0gwOE ZXuHNeXRenHfnY95a ccqZQ/gD5/MH756P0 w==</latexit>
idcN
<latexit sha1_bas e64="hKITDVIoKbfOSACzLaEbNKByRVk=" >AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0hE0GPBiyepYD+gDWGz2bRLN7txdyOU0D/ hxYMiXv073vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmRRln2 njet1NZW9/Y3Kpu13Z29/YP6odHHS1zRWi bSC5VL8KaciZo2zDDaS9TFKcRp91ofDPzu 09UaSbFg5lkNEjxULCEEWys1GNhEZPwbhr WG57rzYFWiV+SBpRohfWvQSxJnlJhCMda9 30vM0GBlWGE02ltkGuaYTLGQ9q3VOCU6qC Y3ztFZ1aJUSKVLWHQXP09UeBU60ka2c4U m5Fe9mbif14/N8l1UDCR5YYKsliU5BwZiW bPo5gpSgyfWIKJYvZWREZYYWJsRDUbgr/8 8irpXLi+5/r3l42mW8ZRhRM4hXPw4QqacA staAMBDs/wCm/Oo/PivDsfi9aKU84cwx84 nz8TKo/q</latexit><latexit sha1_bas e64="hKITDVIoKbfOSACzLaEbNKByRVk=" >AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0hE0GPBiyepYD+gDWGz2bRLN7txdyOU0D/ hxYMiXv073vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmRRln2 njet1NZW9/Y3Kpu13Z29/YP6odHHS1zRWi bSC5VL8KaciZo2zDDaS9TFKcRp91ofDPzu 09UaSbFg5lkNEjxULCEEWys1GNhEZPwbhr WG57rzYFWiV+SBpRohfWvQSxJnlJhCMda9 30vM0GBlWGE02ltkGuaYTLGQ9q3VOCU6qC Y3ztFZ1aJUSKVLWHQXP09UeBU60ka2c4U m5Fe9mbif14/N8l1UDCR5YYKsliU5BwZiW bPo5gpSgyfWIKJYvZWREZYYWJsRDUbgr/8 8irpXLi+5/r3l42mW8ZRhRM4hXPw4QqacA staAMBDs/wCm/Oo/PivDsfi9aKU84cwx84 nz8TKo/q</latexit><latexit sha1_bas e64="hKITDVIoKbfOSACzLaEbNKByRVk=" >AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0hE0GPBiyepYD+gDWGz2bRLN7txdyOU0D/ hxYMiXv073vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmRRln2 njet1NZW9/Y3Kpu13Z29/YP6odHHS1zRWi bSC5VL8KaciZo2zDDaS9TFKcRp91ofDPzu 09UaSbFg5lkNEjxULCEEWys1GNhEZPwbhr WG57rzYFWiV+SBpRohfWvQSxJnlJhCMda9 30vM0GBlWGE02ltkGuaYTLGQ9q3VOCU6qC Y3ztFZ1aJUSKVLWHQXP09UeBU60ka2c4U m5Fe9mbif14/N8l1UDCR5YYKsliU5BwZiW bPo5gpSgyfWIKJYvZWREZYYWJsRDUbgr/8 8irpXLi+5/r3l42mW8ZRhRM4hXPw4QqacA staAMBDs/wCm/Oo/PivDsfi9aKU84cwx84 nz8TKo/q</latexit><latexit sha1_bas e64="hKITDVIoKbfOSACzLaEbNKByRVk=" >AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0hE0GPBiyepYD+gDWGz2bRLN7txdyOU0D/ hxYMiXv073vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmRRln2 njet1NZW9/Y3Kpu13Z29/YP6odHHS1zRWi bSC5VL8KaciZo2zDDaS9TFKcRp91ofDPzu 09UaSbFg5lkNEjxULCEEWys1GNhEZPwbhr WG57rzYFWiV+SBpRohfWvQSxJnlJhCMda9 30vM0GBlWGE02ltkGuaYTLGQ9q3VOCU6qC Y3ztFZ1aJUSKVLWHQXP09UeBU60ka2c4U m5Fe9mbif14/N8l1UDCR5YYKsliU5BwZiW bPo5gpSgyfWIKJYvZWREZYYWJsRDUbgr/8 8irpXLi+5/r3l42mW8ZRhRM4hXPw4QqacA staAMBDs/wCm/Oo/PivDsfi9aKU84cwx84 nz8TKo/q</latexit>
qaN
<latexit sha1_bas e64="kJRfbNswD61WfWSXBGBrsGvGFbQ=" >AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0hE0GPBiyepYD+gDWGz3bZLN5u4OxFK6I/ w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzolQKg 5737ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRyySZZrz JEpnoTkQNl0LxJgqUvJNqTuNI8nY0vpn57 SeujUjUA05SHsR0qMRAMIpWaj+GOQ3vpmG 15rneHGSV+AWpQYFGWP3q9ROWxVwhk9SYr u+lGORUo2CSTyu9zPCUsjEd8q6lisbcBPn 83Ck5s0qfDBJtSyGZq78nchobM4kj2xlT HJllbyb+53UzHFwHuVBphlyxxaJBJgkmZP Y76QvNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWgTqtgQ/OWX V0nrwvU917+/rNXdIo4ynMApnIMPV1CHW2 hAExiM4Rle4c1JnRfn3flYtJacYuYY/sD5 /AFdCo+C</latexit><latexit sha1_bas e64="kJRfbNswD61WfWSXBGBrsGvGFbQ=" >AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0hE0GPBiyepYD+gDWGz3bZLN5u4OxFK6I/ w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzolQKg 5737ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRyySZZrz JEpnoTkQNl0LxJgqUvJNqTuNI8nY0vpn57 SeujUjUA05SHsR0qMRAMIpWaj+GOQ3vpmG 15rneHGSV+AWpQYFGWP3q9ROWxVwhk9SYr u+lGORUo2CSTyu9zPCUsjEd8q6lisbcBPn 83Ck5s0qfDBJtSyGZq78nchobM4kj2xlT HJllbyb+53UzHFwHuVBphlyxxaJBJgkmZP Y76QvNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWgTqtgQ/OWX V0nrwvU917+/rNXdIo4ynMApnIMPV1CHW2 hAExiM4Rle4c1JnRfn3flYtJacYuYY/sD5 /AFdCo+C</latexit><latexit sha1_bas e64="kJRfbNswD61WfWSXBGBrsGvGFbQ=" >AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0hE0GPBiyepYD+gDWGz3bZLN5u4OxFK6I/ w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzolQKg 5737ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRyySZZrz JEpnoTkQNl0LxJgqUvJNqTuNI8nY0vpn57 SeujUjUA05SHsR0qMRAMIpWaj+GOQ3vpmG 15rneHGSV+AWpQYFGWP3q9ROWxVwhk9SYr u+lGORUo2CSTyu9zPCUsjEd8q6lisbcBPn 83Ck5s0qfDBJtSyGZq78nchobM4kj2xlT HJllbyb+53UzHFwHuVBphlyxxaJBJgkmZP Y76QvNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWgTqtgQ/OWX V0nrwvU917+/rNXdIo4ynMApnIMPV1CHW2 hAExiM4Rle4c1JnRfn3flYtJacYuYY/sD5 /AFdCo+C</latexit><latexit sha1_bas e64="kJRfbNswD61WfWSXBGBrsGvGFbQ=" >AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0hE0GPBiyepYD+gDWGz3bZLN5u4OxFK6I/ w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzolQKg 5737ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRyySZZrz JEpnoTkQNl0LxJgqUvJNqTuNI8nY0vpn57 SeujUjUA05SHsR0qMRAMIpWaj+GOQ3vpmG 15rneHGSV+AWpQYFGWP3q9ROWxVwhk9SYr u+lGORUo2CSTyu9zPCUsjEd8q6lisbcBPn 83Ck5s0qfDBJtSyGZq78nchobM4kj2xlT HJllbyb+53UzHFwHuVBphlyxxaJBJgkmZP Y76QvNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWgTqtgQ/OWX V0nrwvU917+/rNXdIo4ynMApnIMPV1CHW2 hAExiM4Rle4c1JnRfn3flYtJacYuYY/sD5 /AFdCo+C</latexit>
qbN
<latexit sha1_bas e64="UWTb6fYbSuPZDIMvCDMiEDBg02g=" >AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0hE0GPBiyepYD+gDWGz3bZLN5u4OxFK6I/ w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzolQKg 5737ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRyySZZrz JEpnoTkQNl0LxJgqUvJNqTuNI8nY0vpn57 SeujUjUA05SHsR0qMRAMIpWaj+GeRTeTcN qzXO9Ocgq8QtSgwKNsPrV6ycsi7lCJqkxX d9LMcipRsEkn1Z6meEpZWM65F1LFY25CfL 5uVNyZpU+GSTalkIyV39P5DQ2ZhJHtjOm ODLL3kz8z+tmOLgOcqHSDLlii0WDTBJMyO x30heaM5QTSyjTwt5K2IhqytAmVLEh+Msv r5LWhet7rn9/Wau7RRxlOIFTOAcfrqAOt9 CAJjAYwzO8wpuTOi/Ou/OxaC05xcwx/IHz +QNekY+D</latexit><latexit sha1_bas e64="UWTb6fYbSuPZDIMvCDMiEDBg02g=" >AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0hE0GPBiyepYD+gDWGz3bZLN5u4OxFK6I/ w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzolQKg 5737ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRyySZZrz JEpnoTkQNl0LxJgqUvJNqTuNI8nY0vpn57 SeujUjUA05SHsR0qMRAMIpWaj+GeRTeTcN qzXO9Ocgq8QtSgwKNsPrV6ycsi7lCJqkxX d9LMcipRsEkn1Z6meEpZWM65F1LFY25CfL 5uVNyZpU+GSTalkIyV39P5DQ2ZhJHtjOm ODLL3kz8z+tmOLgOcqHSDLlii0WDTBJMyO x30heaM5QTSyjTwt5K2IhqytAmVLEh+Msv r5LWhet7rn9/Wau7RRxlOIFTOAcfrqAOt9 CAJjAYwzO8wpuTOi/Ou/OxaC05xcwx/IHz +QNekY+D</latexit><latexit sha1_bas e64="UWTb6fYbSuPZDIMvCDMiEDBg02g=" >AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0hE0GPBiyepYD+gDWGz3bZLN5u4OxFK6I/ w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzolQKg 5737ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRyySZZrz JEpnoTkQNl0LxJgqUvJNqTuNI8nY0vpn57 SeujUjUA05SHsR0qMRAMIpWaj+GeRTeTcN qzXO9Ocgq8QtSgwKNsPrV6ycsi7lCJqkxX d9LMcipRsEkn1Z6meEpZWM65F1LFY25CfL 5uVNyZpU+GSTalkIyV39P5DQ2ZhJHtjOm ODLL3kz8z+tmOLgOcqHSDLlii0WDTBJMyO x30heaM5QTSyjTwt5K2IhqytAmVLEh+Msv r5LWhet7rn9/Wau7RRxlOIFTOAcfrqAOt9 CAJjAYwzO8wpuTOi/Ou/OxaC05xcwx/IHz +QNekY+D</latexit><latexit sha1_bas e64="UWTb6fYbSuPZDIMvCDMiEDBg02g=" >AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0hE0GPBiyepYD+gDWGz3bZLN5u4OxFK6I/ w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzolQKg 5737ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRyySZZrz JEpnoTkQNl0LxJgqUvJNqTuNI8nY0vpn57 SeujUjUA05SHsR0qMRAMIpWaj+GeRTeTcN qzXO9Ocgq8QtSgwKNsPrV6ycsi7lCJqkxX d9LMcipRsEkn1Z6meEpZWM65F1LFY25CfL 5uVNyZpU+GSTalkIyV39P5DQ2ZhJHtjOm ODLL3kz8z+tmOLgOcqHSDLlii0WDTBJMyO x30heaM5QTSyjTwt5K2IhqytAmVLEh+Msv r5LWhet7rn9/Wau7RRxlOIFTOAcfrqAOt9 CAJjAYwzO8wpuTOi/Ou/OxaC05xcwx/IHz +QNekY+D</latexit>
qcN
<latexit sha1_base64="fr7JpCyoEjrr C0yKasmRYgJqRYI=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hE0GPBiyepYD+gDW Gz3bZLN5u4OxFK6I/w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzolQKg5737ZTW1jc2t8rblZ 3dvf2D6uFRyySZZrzJEpnoTkQNl0LxJgqUvJNqTuNI8nY0vpn57SeujUjUA05SHsR0qM RAMIpWaj+GOQvvpmG15rneHGSV+AWpQYFGWP3q9ROWxVwhk9SYru+lGORUo2CSTyu9zP CUsjEd8q6lisbcBPn83Ck5s0qfDBJtSyGZq78nchobM4kj2xlTHJllbyb+53UzHFwHu VBphlyxxaJBJgkmZPY76QvNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWgTqtgQ/OWXV0nrwvU917+/rNXdI o4ynMApnIMPV1CHW2hAExiM4Rle4c1JnRfn3flYtJacYuYY/sD5/AFgGI+E</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="fr7JpCyoEjrr C0yKasmRYgJqRYI=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hE0GPBiyepYD+gDW Gz3bZLN5u4OxFK6I/w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzolQKg5737ZTW1jc2t8rblZ 3dvf2D6uFRyySZZrzJEpnoTkQNl0LxJgqUvJNqTuNI8nY0vpn57SeujUjUA05SHsR0qM RAMIpWaj+GOQvvpmG15rneHGSV+AWpQYFGWP3q9ROWxVwhk9SYru+lGORUo2CSTyu9zP CUsjEd8q6lisbcBPn83Ck5s0qfDBJtSyGZq78nchobM4kj2xlTHJllbyb+53UzHFwHu VBphlyxxaJBJgkmZPY76QvNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWgTqtgQ/OWXV0nrwvU917+/rNXdI o4ynMApnIMPV1CHW2hAExiM4Rle4c1JnRfn3flYtJacYuYY/sD5/AFgGI+E</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="fr7JpCyoEjrr C0yKasmRYgJqRYI=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hE0GPBiyepYD+gDW Gz3bZLN5u4OxFK6I/w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzolQKg5737ZTW1jc2t8rblZ 3dvf2D6uFRyySZZrzJEpnoTkQNl0LxJgqUvJNqTuNI8nY0vpn57SeujUjUA05SHsR0qM RAMIpWaj+GOQvvpmG15rneHGSV+AWpQYFGWP3q9ROWxVwhk9SYru+lGORUo2CSTyu9zP CUsjEd8q6lisbcBPn83Ck5s0qfDBJtSyGZq78nchobM4kj2xlTHJllbyb+53UzHFwHu VBphlyxxaJBJgkmZPY76QvNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWgTqtgQ/OWXV0nrwvU917+/rNXdI o4ynMApnIMPV1CHW2hAExiM4Rle4c1JnRfn3flYtJacYuYY/sD5/AFgGI+E</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="fr7JpCyoEjrr C0yKasmRYgJqRYI=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hE0GPBiyepYD+gDW Gz3bZLN5u4OxFK6I/w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzolQKg5737ZTW1jc2t8rblZ 3dvf2D6uFRyySZZrzJEpnoTkQNl0LxJgqUvJNqTuNI8nY0vpn57SeujUjUA05SHsR0qM RAMIpWaj+GOQvvpmG15rneHGSV+AWpQYFGWP3q9ROWxVwhk9SYru+lGORUo2CSTyu9zP CUsjEd8q6lisbcBPn83Ck5s0qfDBJtSyGZq78nchobM4kj2xlTHJllbyb+53UzHFwHu VBphlyxxaJBJgkmZPY76QvNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWgTqtgQ/OWXV0nrwvU917+/rNXdI o4ynMApnIMPV1CHW2hAExiM4Rle4c1JnRfn3flYtJacYuYY/sD5/AFgGI+E</latexit >
daN , dbN , dcN
<latexit sha1_bas e64="8WsIZznr+B8XXsqe7sQ/cSvwhNI=" >AAACAnicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SVuBksg gspiQi6LLhxJRXsBdoQJpNJO3QyCTMToYT ixldx40IRtz6FO9/GaRtBW38Y+PjPOZw5f 5ByprTjfFmlpeWV1bXyemVjc2t7x97da6k kk4Q2ScIT2QmwopwJ2tRMc9pJJcVxwGk7G F5N6u17KhVLxJ0epdSLcV+wiBGsjeXbB6G fY/9mfIoMBD9ADPh21ak5U6FFcAuoQqGGb 3/2woRkMRWacKxU13VS7eVYakY4HVd6maI pJkPcp12DAsdUefn0hDE6Nk6IokSaJzSa ur8nchwrNYoD0xljPVDztYn5X62b6ejSy5 lIM00FmS2KMo50giZ5oJBJSjQfGcBEMvNX RAZYYqJNahUTgjt/8iK0zmquU3Nvz6v1Wh FHGQ7hCE7AhQuowzU0oAkEHuAJXuDVerSe rTfrfdZasoqZffgj6+MbHAmWhw==</late xit><latexit sha1_bas e64="8WsIZznr+B8XXsqe7sQ/cSvwhNI=" >AAACAnicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SVuBksg gspiQi6LLhxJRXsBdoQJpNJO3QyCTMToYT ixldx40IRtz6FO9/GaRtBW38Y+PjPOZw5f 5ByprTjfFmlpeWV1bXyemVjc2t7x97da6k kk4Q2ScIT2QmwopwJ2tRMc9pJJcVxwGk7G F5N6u17KhVLxJ0epdSLcV+wiBGsjeXbB6G fY/9mfIoMBD9ADPh21ak5U6FFcAuoQqGGb 3/2woRkMRWacKxU13VS7eVYakY4HVd6maI pJkPcp12DAsdUefn0hDE6Nk6IokSaJzSa ur8nchwrNYoD0xljPVDztYn5X62b6ejSy5 lIM00FmS2KMo50giZ5oJBJSjQfGcBEMvNX RAZYYqJNahUTgjt/8iK0zmquU3Nvz6v1Wh FHGQ7hCE7AhQuowzU0oAkEHuAJXuDVerSe rTfrfdZasoqZffgj6+MbHAmWhw==</late xit><latexit sha1_bas e64="8WsIZznr+B8XXsqe7sQ/cSvwhNI=" >AAACAnicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SVuBksg gspiQi6LLhxJRXsBdoQJpNJO3QyCTMToYT ixldx40IRtz6FO9/GaRtBW38Y+PjPOZw5f 5ByprTjfFmlpeWV1bXyemVjc2t7x97da6k kk4Q2ScIT2QmwopwJ2tRMc9pJJcVxwGk7G F5N6u17KhVLxJ0epdSLcV+wiBGsjeXbB6G fY/9mfIoMBD9ADPh21ak5U6FFcAuoQqGGb 3/2woRkMRWacKxU13VS7eVYakY4HVd6maI pJkPcp12DAsdUefn0hDE6Nk6IokSaJzSa ur8nchwrNYoD0xljPVDztYn5X62b6ejSy5 lIM00FmS2KMo50giZ5oJBJSjQfGcBEMvNX RAZYYqJNahUTgjt/8iK0zmquU3Nvz6v1Wh FHGQ7hCE7AhQuowzU0oAkEHuAJXuDVerSe rTfrfdZasoqZffgj6+MbHAmWhw==</late xit><latexit sha1_bas e64="8WsIZznr+B8XXsqe7sQ/cSvwhNI=" >AAACAnicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SVuBksg gspiQi6LLhxJRXsBdoQJpNJO3QyCTMToYT ixldx40IRtz6FO9/GaRtBW38Y+PjPOZw5f 5ByprTjfFmlpeWV1bXyemVjc2t7x97da6k kk4Q2ScIT2QmwopwJ2tRMc9pJJcVxwGk7G F5N6u17KhVLxJ0epdSLcV+wiBGsjeXbB6G fY/9mfIoMBD9ADPh21ak5U6FFcAuoQqGGb 3/2woRkMRWacKxU13VS7eVYakY4HVd6maI pJkPcp12DAsdUefn0hDE6Nk6IokSaJzSa ur8nchwrNYoD0xljPVDztYn5X62b6ejSy5 lIM00FmS2KMo50giZ5oJBJSjQfGcBEMvNX RAZYYqJNahUTgjt/8iK0zmquU3Nvz6v1Wh FHGQ7hCE7AhQuowzU0oAkEHuAJXuDVerSe rTfrfdZasoqZffgj6+MbHAmWhw==</late xit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="gKVkoqRyL6gF K/ACyo4zUDULYbc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hE0GOxF48V7Qe0oW y2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1Bqw8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HlfTmltfWNzq7xd2d nd2z+oHh61TZJpxlsskYnuhtRwKRRvoUDJu6nmNA4l74STxtzvPHJtRKIecJryIKYjJS LBKFrpvjG4GVRrnustQP4SvyA1KNAcVD/7w4RlMVfIJDWm53spBjnVKJjks0o/MzylbE JHvGepojE3Qb44dUbOrDIkUaJtKSQL9edETmNjpnFoO2OKY7PqzcX/vF6G0XWQC5Vmy BVbLooySTAh87/JUGjOUE4toUwLeythY6opQ5tOxYbgr778l7QvXN9z/bvLWt0t4ijDC ZzCOfhwBXW4hSa0gMEInuAFXh3pPDtvzvuyteQUM8fwC87HN86jjWg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gKVkoqRyL6gF K/ACyo4zUDULYbc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hE0GOxF48V7Qe0oW y2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1Bqw8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HlfTmltfWNzq7xd2d nd2z+oHh61TZJpxlsskYnuhtRwKRRvoUDJu6nmNA4l74STxtzvPHJtRKIecJryIKYjJS LBKFrpvjG4GVRrnustQP4SvyA1KNAcVD/7w4RlMVfIJDWm53spBjnVKJjks0o/MzylbE JHvGepojE3Qb44dUbOrDIkUaJtKSQL9edETmNjpnFoO2OKY7PqzcX/vF6G0XWQC5Vmy BVbLooySTAh87/JUGjOUE4toUwLeythY6opQ5tOxYbgr778l7QvXN9z/bvLWt0t4ijDC ZzCOfhwBXW4hSa0gMEInuAFXh3pPDtvzvuyteQUM8fwC87HN86jjWg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gKVkoqRyL6gF K/ACyo4zUDULYbc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hE0GOxF48V7Qe0oW y2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1Bqw8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HlfTmltfWNzq7xd2d nd2z+oHh61TZJpxlsskYnuhtRwKRRvoUDJu6nmNA4l74STxtzvPHJtRKIecJryIKYjJS LBKFrpvjG4GVRrnustQP4SvyA1KNAcVD/7w4RlMVfIJDWm53spBjnVKJjks0o/MzylbE JHvGepojE3Qb44dUbOrDIkUaJtKSQL9edETmNjpnFoO2OKY7PqzcX/vF6G0XWQC5Vmy BVbLooySTAh87/JUGjOUE4toUwLeythY6opQ5tOxYbgr778l7QvXN9z/bvLWt0t4ijDC ZzCOfhwBXW4hSa0gMEInuAFXh3pPDtvzvuyteQUM8fwC87HN86jjWg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gKVkoqRyL6gF K/ACyo4zUDULYbc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hE0GOxF48V7Qe0oW y2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1Bqw8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HlfTmltfWNzq7xd2d nd2z+oHh61TZJpxlsskYnuhtRwKRRvoUDJu6nmNA4l74STxtzvPHJtRKIecJryIKYjJS LBKFrpvjG4GVRrnustQP4SvyA1KNAcVD/7w4RlMVfIJDWm53spBjnVKJjks0o/MzylbE JHvGepojE3Qb44dUbOrDIkUaJtKSQL9edETmNjpnFoO2OKY7PqzcX/vF6G0XWQC5Vmy BVbLooySTAh87/JUGjOUE4toUwLeythY6opQ5tOxYbgr778l7QvXN9z/bvLWt0t4ijDC ZzCOfhwBXW4hSa0gMEInuAFXh3pPDtvzvuyteQUM8fwC87HN86jjWg=</latexit>
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Figure 1. Schematic of an N-inverter system in the abc domain.
Wilson et al. [10] provided a solution to the problem of regulation and power balance in an AC
inverter microgrid with high penetration levels of stochastic renewable sources by employing
distributed storage. Through the use of distributed storage, they were able to maintain a constant bus
voltage despite significant fluctuations from stochastic sources [10]. Employing energy storage can be
costly, both financially and in terms of system efficiencies. Thus, it is desirable to maximize the power
delivered to the microgrid’s bus load, which, in turn, minimizes utilization of energy storage.
To maximize the power delivered to the microgrid’s bus load, exergy analysis will be used.
Exergy is the maximum useful work potential of a system that can theoretically be extracted during
a process. The work done W in a given process is a function f of the initial state, process path, and
final state. The work done is maximized when the process path is reversible. Thus, the work potential
is determined by employing reversible processes. In any real-world process, irreversibilities cause
some work potential to be wasted. The wasted work potential is known as exergy destruction Xdes,
which must be greater than or equal to zero [11].
The proposed optimal exergy destruction (OXD) feedforward controller minimizes the exergy
destruction rate in transferring energy from the source to the bus load, which maximizes the useful
work potential delivered to the bus load. In this study, ideal storage elements are used; however,
as energy storage for islanded microgrids expands beyond conventional fossil fuels to include
combinations of chemical potential energy, electrical potential energy, and mechanical potential
energy—such as flow batteries, super capacitors, and flywheels—the optimal exergy analysis presented
here can be expanded to include non-ideal storage models.
There are two parts to the control of the microgrid: Feedforward inverter controls and the
Hamiltonian-based feedback control. The optimal exergy destruction (OXD) controller is a centralized
feedforward controller that identifies the inverter operating set points which will maximize
the power delivered to the load by utilizing exergy analysis while minimizing the exergy destruction.
The Hamiltonian-based feedback controller is a local, decentralized controller designed to minimize
the bus load voltage variations with respect to a reference bus voltage [10]. To implement the OXD,
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ubiquitous communication is required. The motivation for the development of the decentralized
power apportionment (DPA) feedforward controller was to: (i) Eliminate the need for a fully connected
or star topology, such as that required by the OXD guidance law, while preserving the ability to
maintain a constant bus voltage through both load and source fluctuations; and (ii) fill a vacancy
in the decentralized control of three-phase AC inverter microgrids.
Decentralized droop controllers exist for three-phase AC inverter microgrids, but the conventional
P − ω/Q − V droop control is unable to: (i) Maintain a constant frequency through bus load
fluctuations, (ii) maintain a constant bus voltage without the aid of an outer control loop, (iii) maintain
a constant bus voltage in the event that a source goes offline without an outer loop controller,
or (iv) take advantage of the distributed storage devices required for the high penetration of renewable
sources [12–16]. The decentralized power apportionment scheme proposed in this paper fills the voids
left by conventional P− ω/Q−V droop control. The primary objective of both the OXD and DPA
approaches is to maintain a specified bus voltage in the presence of source or load variability. Second,
the OXD guidance law minimizes the exergy destroyed in the electrical microgrid. Decentralized
microgrid control schemes can lead to the use of storage, even when there is enough generation
capacity to meet the total load. Therefore, a secondary objective of the DPA guidance law is to avoid
storage use in steady-state operation.
First, this manuscript builds upon the work of [10] to show feedback control dynamic stability of
the Hamiltonian-based feedback controller developed in [10]. After stability of the feedback controller
developed in [10] has been established, the OXD and DPA feedforward controllers are developed,
which are the main contributions of this manuscript. In Section 6, the DPA approach is first compared
to the conventional P − ω/Q − V droop control. Then, the decentralized power apportionment
method is compared to the optimal exergy destruction scheme through simulation. Finally, in Section 7,
the results are summarized.
2. AC Inverter Microgrid Model
The AC inverter microgrid model of [10] was expanded to N three-phase inverters, which are
connected to a common wye-connected three-phase parallel resistor and capacitor balanced AC
bus load, as shown in Figure 1. The load is sourced by N renewable, stochastic energy sources
(v1, . . . , vN) in series with energy storage devices (u1, . . . , uN). The AC output voltages of the jth
inverter (va,j, vb,j, vc,j) are controlled by the duty cycles (d1,j, d2,j, d3,j). An additional energy storage
device is collocated with the load (uB,a, uB,b, uB,c) [10,17]. The time-varying nature of the state equations
can be removed by utilizing the Parks power-invariant reference frame transformation, yielding
a DC-like system, as shown in Figure 2. This reference frame transformation has been done by [17]
to create a dq0 reference frame model for a two inverter microgrid, as shown in Figure 2 with N = 2.
The dq0 state equations for the jth AC inverter are given in (1), where a DC capacitor (Cdc), which was













vj + uj − vdc,j
Rdc,j
− βλjcφjid,j − βλjsφjiq,j, j = 1 . . . N,
(1)
where





ω = AC angular frequency,
cφj = cos φj,
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sφj = sin φj,
vj = DC voltage source to the jth inverter,
vdc,j = DC input voltage of the jth inverter,
vd,j = βλjcφjvdc,j = d-axis output voltage of the jth inverter,
vq,j = βλjsφjvdc,j = q-axis output voltage of the jth inverter,
vds = d-axis AC bus voltage,
vqs = q-axis AC bus voltage,
id,j = d-axis current of the jth inverter,
iq,j = q-axis current of the jth inverter,
Rdc,j = equivalent inverter input resistances of the jth inverter,
Cdc,j = capacitor on the DC side of the jth inverter,
λj = depth-of-modulation of the jth inverter,
Lj = power line LR filter inductance for the jth inverter,
Rj = power line LR filter resistance for the jth inverter,
uj = ideal voltage storage for the jth inverter,
uBd = ideal current storage on the d-axis bus load,






































Figure 2. Schematic of an N-inverter system in the dq0 domain.





















The full dq0 model development can be found in [10,17].
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3. Hamiltonian Surface Shaping and Power Flow Control
3.1. State Variable Stability
The ideal energy storage devices of the system (u1, . . . , uN , uBd, uB,q) were used in [10,17] as
control inputs to develop a feedback controller, utilizing Hamiltonian surface shaping and power flow
control (HSSPFC) techniques, which ensures stability while satisfying time-varying bus loads [10,17,18].
The state variable model of [17], which was modified by [10] by the addition of Cdc,j, has been expanded























The reduced order dq0 model, in matrix form, is [10,17]:
Mx˙ = Rx + DTv + BTu
= [R¯ + R˜]x + DTv + BTu,
(4)
with M, R, DT , and BT expanded for N inverters as [10],
M =

L1 0 0 . . . 0 0
0 L1 0 . . . 0 0







0 0 0 . . . CBd 0




−Rj ωLj βλjcφj . . . −1 0
−ωLj −Rj βλjsφj . . . 0 −1







1 0 0 . . . −1RBd ωCBd





0 . . .






0 . . .
0 . . .

, and BT =

0 . . . 0 0
0 . . . 0 0
1
Rdc,1





0 . . . 1 0
0 . . . 0 1

,




−Rj 0 0 . . . 0 0
0 −Rj 0 . . . 0 0







0 0 0 . . . −1RBd 0




0 ωLj βλjcφj . . . −1 0
−ωLj 0 βλjsφj . . . 0 −1







1 0 0 . . . 0 ωCBd
0 1 0 . . . −ωCBq 0

.
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The significance of [10] in adding Cdc into the microgrid architecture of [17] shows up
mathematically in (4), where the βλjsφj and βλjcφj terms are all contained in R˜. Without Cdc, the βλjsφj
and βλjcφj terms are in both DT and BT .
The derivation of the Hamiltonian-based feedback controller for this architecture of AC inverter
microgrids, along with the dynamic stability condition and simulation studies, can be found in [10].
Before the development of the feedforward control laws, feedback control dynamic stability of
the feedback controller will be addressed, which was not covered in [10].
3.2. Feedback Control Dynamic Stability
Asymptotic stability of the system is shown through Theorem 1 from Schaub and Junkins [19],
including the control dynamics of
∫ t
0 x˜dτ.
Theorem 1. Assume there exists a Lyapunov function V(x) of the dynamical system x˙ = f (x). Let Ω be
the non-empty set of state vectors such that
x ∈ Ω⇒ V˙(x) = 0. (5)
If the first k− 1 derivatives of V(x), evaluated on the set Ω, are zero
diV(x)
dxi
= 0 ∀ x ∈ Ω, i = 1, 2, . . . , k− 1 (6)
and the kth derivative is negative definite on the set Ω
dkV(x)
dxk
< 0 ∀x ∈ Ω, (7)
then, the system x(t) is asymptotically stable if k is an odd number [19].
Following the Hamiltonian-based feedback control law derivation and notation in [10], the system
error state and control inputs are defined as
x˜ = e = xR − x,
u˜ = ∆u = uR − u,
(8)
where the reference state and control vectors are [10]
Mx˙R = RxR + DTv + BTuR. (9)
Utilizing Theorem 1 and the matrix mathematics laid out in [10,20], one finds that





= 0 ∀ x˜ = 0. (10)













= 0 ∀ x˜ = 0,
(11)
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and
...
H = 0 ∀
∫ t
0
x˜dτ = 0. (13)
Three is an odd number; thus, the feedback dynamical system is asymptotically stable by
Theorem 1. Dynamic stability for the feedback controller has been thoroughly addressed, allowing for
the creation of: (i) An optimal exergy destruction (OXD) feedforward controller and (ii) a decentralized
power apportionment (DPA) feedforward controller.
4. Optimal Exergy Destruction
The Optimal Exergy Destruction (OXD) feedforward control developed in the following section
has the primary goal of minimizing the degradation of energy quality by reducing the system’s exergy
destruction rate. The exergy destruction of an electrical system occurs due to the heat transfer to











The OXD guidance law’s secondary goal is to avoid storage use when the power available is





to be used as feedforward terms, as well as the reference DC input voltage
(vdc,j,r) for the Hamiltonian-based feedback controller. It is assumed that the d-axis and q-axis bus
voltages are specified. The OXD guidance law will be used as the benchmark for comparison of
the decentralized consensus alternative, which has no peer-to-peer inverter communication.
The OXD approach is developed from the steady-state (x˙R = 0) balanced power flow (uR = 0),
0 = RxR + DTv. (15)





























αj = 1 (18)
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ensures that (15) and (16) are satisfied by balancing the load requirements with the energy supplied by
























where id,j and iq,j are functions of αj and other known quantities.
Wilson et al. [10] provided a method to solve for φj, vdc,j and λj for N = 1 sources. This method
can be expanded to N = j sources, yielding
tan φj =
ωLjid,j + Rjiq,j + vqs
−ωLjiq,j + Rjid,j + vds , j = 1 . . . N, (20)




, j = 1 . . . N, (21)
and







cj = Rjid,j −ωLjiq,j + vds.
(22)
Through substitution, id,j, iq,j, vdc,j, φj, and λj can be expressed in terms of αj, which allows one to
resolve out the N + 2 constraints of (15) and (16). This leaves only the single constraint given by (18).
The DC input voltage to the jth inverter, vdc,j, is a function of id,j, iq,j, φj, and λj. Both φj and λj are
functions of id,j and iq,j, meaning that vdc,j can be written as a function of only id,j and iq,j. Inspection
of (21) reveals that vdc,j will be maximum when id,j and iq,j are at minima. Thus, to minimize the rate

































where Λ is a Lagrange multiplier. The analytical closed-form optimal feedforward control is derived






















αj − 1 = 0.
(25)




















































Once the optimal currents of (28) are known, they can be substituted back into (20)–(22) to obtain
optimal values for φj, vdc,j, and λj, respectively.
5. Decentralized Power Apportionment
The motivation for development of the decentralized power apportionment (DPA) guidance law
below is to eliminate the requirement of a star or fully connected topology, as required by the OXD
guidance law, while still providing a regulated bus on an islanded microgrid with high penetration of
stochastic renewable sources. To calculate the currents of the OXD approach of (28), either: (i) Each
inverter is aware of all N inverter resistances and online status in order to locally calculate its reference
current, or (ii) a centralized controller must be aware of all N inverter resistances and online status,
calculate each inverter’s reference currents, and then communicate that to each inverter controller.
The DPA approach eliminates the need for a star topology which enhances the microgrid’s stability.
The primary goal of the DPA control scheme is to maintain the specified bus voltage through source or
load fluctuations. A supporting goal of the DPA feedforward controller is to avoid driving steady-state
energy storage employment, in order to minimize the cost of the high penetration of renewable sources,
while simultaneously reducing exergy destruction due to storage utilization. A tertiary goal of the DPA
is to obtain OXD steady-state operation. Additionally, the DPA feedforward controller must not
disrupt the Hamiltonian-based feedback control law’s objective of maintaining a constant bus voltage
through sources and load fluctuations. Development of the DPA feedforward controller begins with















xR + DTv + BTuR. (30)
One key aspect of an AC inverter microgrid utilizing the Hamiltonian feedback controller
presented in [10] is that the power balance state of the microgrid is indicated by the employment of
bus storage. For example, it is known that the power supplied by the inverters is insufficient when
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the bus storage is supplying. Conversely, it is known that the inverters are over-powering the bus
load when the bus storage level is increasing. Similar to the decentralized mode adaptive guidance
law of [21] for DC microgrids, the decentralized power apportionment guidance law for AC inverter
microgrids exploits the state of the bus storage to indicate the power balance of the microgrid, and then
adjusts accordingly.
Let Pd,j and Pq,j represent the power delivered to the d-axis and q-axis bus loads, respectively,
from the jth inverter. Let P′Bd,j and P
′
Bq,j represent the jth inverter’s perceived bus load power
requirements of the d-axis and q-axis bus loads, respectively, where the “perceived bus load power”





are the DPA feedforward controller’s estimates of the actual bus load requirements,
which is done independent of information from any other inverter controllers. The jth inverter is







match the actual bus load power requirement, then the jth inverter’s DPA
guidance law will be able to accurately track the bus load fluctuations. The jth inverter’s perceived bus
power will deviate from the actual bus power when source fluctuations are large enough to activate
bus storage, a consequence of eliminating communication among the inverters. The DPA guidance
law responds as though all fluctuations are load variations and adjusts appropriately, according to
the following methodology.











The DPA guidance law is tasked with driving all energy storage use to zero in steady-state
without disrupting the feedback controller’s objective of maintaining the specified bus voltage. Hence,
the update rate of the outer loop DPA controller is run k times slower than the fast, inner loop
Hamiltonian feedback control law after a deviation from zero storage usage. Utilizing (31), the jth
inverter can locally track its power requirements by
Pd,j = Pd,j,0 + kδd,j
∫
uBdvds,rdt




where (Pd,j,0, Pq,j,0) are the initial dq-axes power requirements for the jth inverter. Similarly, the jth
inverter can locally track its dq-axes perception of the bus load power by
P′Bd,j = P
′









Defining the jth inverter efficiency, ηj, as the ratio of the power delivered to the bus to the total
















The decentralized power apportionment solution is obtained by rearranging (34),
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The DPA reference current Equation (36) is similar the OXD optimal reference current
Equation (28). The significant differences between the two equations is that OXD (28) requires
a summation over all inverters, ∑nk=1
1
Rk
, which mandates a fully connected or star topology in order
to accommodate the stochastic nature of renewable energy sources as they come online and go offline,
as well as instantaneous bus load knowledge (RBd, RBq). The DPA control scheme has eliminated the
need for instantaneous system-wide information. Substituting (36) into (35) provides a solution to the









Equations (31), (32), (33), and (37) allow for the efficiency of an inverter to be updated without
a centralized controller or any communication among inverters. All storage elements will be driven to
zero, assuming that the inverters are capable of powering the bus load. In the event that the inverters
are under-powered, the DPA guidance law will drive all inverter storage elements to zero and make
up the power deficit with the bus storage.
6. Discussion and Simulation Results
Conventional P−ω/Q−V droop control is a common decentralized control method for islanded
AC inverter microgrids, which will be used as a basis of comparison for the decentralized power
apportionment approach presented in Section 5. While all three control methods are designed
to maintain a specified bus voltage, droop control depends on the implementation of a virtual
impedance to share the bus currents among the inverters, while both the DPA and OXD approaches
are based on HSSPFC techniques which take advantage of distributed storage making it possible for
the high penetration of stochastic renewable sources. The key differences among OXD, DPA, and
the conventional P−ω/Q−V droop control resides in the communication requirements to implement
the control scheme. In the case of OXD and DPA, said communication differences affect the storage
requirements to actuate the microgrid. These communication requirements are summarized in Table 1,
where the jth inverter’s known quantities are: ω, vj, uj, Rdc,j, Lj, Rj, CB,a, CB,b, CB,c, vds,r, and vqs,r.
Figure 3 provides corresponding block diagrams for the OXD and DPA control methods.
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Table 1. Comparison of control methods.
Name Control Methodology Communication Requirements
OXD Optimal solution to minimize totalexergy destruction.






, RBd, RBq, vds, and vqs.
DPA Drives storage usage to zero, if possible.
jth inverter known quantities, uBd,
uBq, vds, and vqs.

















































































Figure 3. (a) OXD block diagram. (b) DPA block diagram. The jth inverter known quantities have been
omitted, for simplicity.
While OXD and DPA can handle an inverter going offline with no additional communication
requirements than those specified in Table 1, the conventional P−ω/Q−V droop control requires
either an outer loop controller or the adjustment of all inverter references. To bring a new inverter
online using the DPA approach, the controller will have to be given initial power requirements and
perceived bus powers (Pd,j,0, Pq,j,0, P′Bd,j,0, and P
′
Bq,j,0), but no communication among the inverters is
required. To bring an inverter online utilizing conventional P−ω/Q−V droop control would require
either an outer loop controller or the adjustment of all inverter references. In the following subsections,
steady-state and dynamic responses are presented, in order to highlight the similarities and differences
between the the control methods.
To analyze the dynamic responses, an N-inverter microgrid simulation was created using
the MathWorks MATLAB/Simulink environment. The primary subsystems, implemented as c-coded
S-Functions, were: The grid model of (1) and (2); the Hamiltonian-based feedback control law of [10];
the OXD guidance law from Section 4; and the DPA guidance law from Section 5. Conventional
P−ω/Q−V droop control was implemented as in [12,13]
ωj = ωre f −mjP,
Vj = Vre f ,j − njQj, j = 1 . . . N,
(38)
where ωj and Vj are the inverter reference angular frequency and peak voltage, respectively.
The no-load angular frequency and peak voltage reference values are ωre f and Vre f ,j, respectively.
The real and reactive power droop gains are given by mj and nj, respectively [12,13].
To independently verify the accuracy of the Simulink models, a two-source inverter microgrid
was built utilizing a Typhoon HIL 602 [22] to implement the microgrid shown in Figure 1. The OXD,
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DPA, and P−ω/Q−V droop control schemes were run separately on an Opal RT OP5700, as c-coded
S-functions, using RT-Lab [23], yielding a controller-in-the-loop (CIL). Communication channels
between the Typhoon HIL 602 and Opal RT OP5700 are described in Table 2 and presented in Figure 3.
Sixteen-bit analog voltages were calibrated and scaled to utilize the full range of the analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) and digital-to-analog converter (DAC). The blue blocks in Figure 3 identify the
controllers implemented on the Opal RT OP5700 and the green blocks identify the AC inverter
microgrid implemented on the Typhoon HIL 602. The microgrid parameters are provided in Table 3.
Table 2. Communication channels between the Typhoon HIL and Opal RT for a two-source
inverter microgrid.
Signal Direction Signal Scaling
uj Typhoon In [−5, 5] (V) to [−50, 50] (V)
uB,a Typhoon In [−5, 5] (V) to [−50, 50] (A)
uB,b Typhoon In [−5, 5] (V) to [−50, 50] (A)
uB,c Typhoon In [−5, 5] (V) to [−50, 50] (A)
d1,j Typhoon In [−5, 5] (V) to [0, 1]
d2,j Typhoon In [−5, 5] (V) to [0, 1]
dc,j Typhoon In [−5, 5] (V) to [0, 1]
vj Typhoon Out [450, 800] (V) to [−5, 5] (V)
vdc,j Typhoon Out [450, 800] (V) to [−5, 5] (V)
iB,a Typhoon Out [−80, 80] (A) to [−5, 5] (V)
iB,b Typhoon Out [−80, 80] (A) to [−5, 5] (V)
iB,c Typhoon Out [−80, 80] (A) to [−5, 5] (V)
vB,a Typhoon Out [−250, 250] (V) to [−5, 5] (V)
vB,b Typhoon Out [−250, 250] (V) to [−5, 5] (V)
vB,c Typhoon Out [−250, 250] (V) to [−5, 5] (V)
Table 3. Typhoon HIL 602 parameters.
Parameter Value
N 2
ωre f 60 Hz
vj 507, 762 stepped to 662 V
Rdc,j 0.05 Ω
Cdc,j 100 µF
Rj 0.1, 0.13 Ω
Lj 1.0, 1.2 mH
vds 208 V
vqs 10 V
Vre f 170 V
CB 100 µF
RB 6 stepped to 3 Ω
6.1. Model Verification
The MathWorks MATLAB/Simulink models, implemented as c-coded S-Functions, were verified
in a scenario that doubled the bus load power by stepping the bus load resistance from 6 Ω to 3 Ω
at time t = 0.05 s for a balanced, wye-connected RC load. Then, at time t = 0.07 s, the source
v2 = 762 V was stepped to v2 = 662 V. The simulations were conducted at 60 Hz with a balanced
load. The feedback controller time step was 10 µs, and the Typhoon HIL 602 parameters for all control
methods are provided in Table 3.
The results of the model verification tests are shown in Figure 4, where it can be seen that
the MATLAB/Simulink models matched the Typhoon HIL 602 implemented microgrid. All three
control methods successfully compensated for the bus load power increase. As expected, the OXD and
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DPA controlled microgrids were able to return the bus to VB,abc = 170Vpeak following the source step
change, whereas the P−ω/Q−V droop controlled microgrid experienced a drop to VB,abc = 158Vpeak.









































Figure 4. Model Verification: Typhoon HIL 602 three-phase bus voltage response to a bus load step
change at t = 0.05 s and a source step change at t = 0.07 s, overlaid with c-coded S-Functions simulation
results for all three control methods: P−ω/Q−V droop, OXD, and DPA.
After verification of the MathWorks MATLAB/Simulink models, the simulated microgrid was
expanded to N = 4 for further study. The following simulated scenarios were conducted at 60 Hz with
a balanced load. The time step of the feedback controller was 10 µs with the parameters provided
in Table 4.
Table 4. Simulation parameters.
Parameter Value
N 4
ωre f 60 Hz
vj 507, 592, 677, 762 V
Rdc,j 0.05 Ω
Cdc,j 100 µF
Rj 0.1, 0.13, 0.12, 0.13 Ω
Lj 1.0, 1.2, 1.5, 1.2 mH
vds 208 V
vqs 10 V
Vre f 170 V
CB 100 µF
RB Scenario-dependent
6.2. Scenario 1: Bus Load Step Change
The optimal exergy destruction, decentralized power apportionment, and conventional P−ω/
Q − V droop control were first compared by stepping the bus load resistance from RB = 10 Ω
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to RB = 1 Ω at t = 0.05 s. The three-phase bus voltage response to the step change is shown in
Figure 5a for all control methods. The three control methods had similar dynamic responses, with
the key differences materializing in the droop controller’s inability to return the bus voltage back to
the reference value, as well as adjusting the angular frequency from 60 Hz, as shown in Figure 5a.
The OXD control scheme determined the new inverter set points in one iteration and returned the bus
voltage back to the reference value, Vas = 161.6 V. The initial adjustment made by the DPA fell short
of the OXD solution. The DPA guidance law then waited 0.01 s (k = 1000) before making a second,
more granular adjustment to return the bus voltage back to the reference value. The conventional
P − ω/Q − V droop controlled microgrid made an initial adjustment, which also fell short of the
OXD solution. Unlike the DPA-controlled microgrid, the droop-controlled microgrid bus voltage did
not return to the reference bus voltage. Additionally, the P−ω/Q−V droop-controlled microgrid
experienced a 0.3% increase in the angular frequency after reaching steady-state, whereas the OXD
and DPA control schemes held constant, at 60 Hz.


















































(a) Three-phase bus voltage response.
























































(b) Zoomed in three-phase bus voltage response.
Figure 5. Scenario 1: (a) Three-phase bus voltage response to a bus load step change at t = 0.05 s for all
three control methods: P− ω/Q−V droop, OXD, and DPA. (b) Zoomed-in response to a bus load
step change at t = 0.05 s, to more easily identify performance differences.
An outer loop controller would have to be used in order for the conventional P−ω/Q−V droop
control to be able to return the bus voltage back to 170 V or hold the angular frequency at 60 Hz, which
would make it no less decentralized than the DPA approach. Without the aid of a secondary control
loop, the conventional P− ω/Q− V droop control will suffer from both bus voltage and angular
frequency variations if an inverter goes offline or has a significant change in its output, as is common
in renewable sources such as photovoltaic arrays and wind turbines. Finally, the DPA-controlled
microgrid operated at a fixed frequency, whereas the angular frequency of a conventional P−ω/Q−V
droop-controlled microgrid fluctuated, according to (38).
6.3. Scenario 2: Bus Load and Source Step Change
Scenario 2 was designed to demonstrate how the decentralized power apportionment scheme
works without communication among the inverters. In this scenario, a bus load step change that
doubles the bus load power was followed by the elimination of the largest voltage source and its
accompanying storage, as shown in the top two plots of Figure 6a. The purposes of this scenario were
to highlight: (i) The ability of the DPA to function similarly to the OXD when initiated in an OXD state,
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and (ii) the ability of the DPA to adapt to an inverter being suddenly disconnected from the microgrid
with no communication among the inverters.





































(a) Inverter one control (φ1,λ1) responses.


































Figure 6. Scenario 2: OXD and DPA: (a) inverter one controls the (φ1,λ1) response and (b) controlled
storage response to a bus load step at t = 0.05 s, followed by the largest inverter being eliminated from
the microgrid at t = 0.055 s.
At t = 0.05 s, the bus resistance decreased from RB = 6.0 Ω to RB = 3.0 Ω and both the OXD
and DPA were able to calculate new setpoints (φj, λj) for the inverters in one iteration, as shown
in Figure 6a (where only φ1 and λ1 are shown, for clarity). When the load power increased at t = 0.05 s,
Figure 6b shows the activation of both the source- and load-side storage by the feedback controller,
in order to regulate the bus voltage. At t = 0.055 s, inverter v4 = 762 V and its accompanying storage
were removed from the microgrid. The OXD guidance law was able to determine the new set points
for all remaining inverters in one iteration, because it is immediately aware that the inverter fell
offline, as reflected in Figure 6a. Storage utilization is simultaneously adjusted at t = 0.055 s by
the feedback controller to accommodate the system response to the power increase and new setpoint
while regulating the bus voltage, as shown in Figures 6b and 7. As k = 1000, the DPA controller did
not adjust the inverter controls until t = 0.06 s, as shown in Figure 6a. During the interim, storage
usage was adjusted by the feedback controller to maintain a constant bus voltage, despite the largest
source dropping out, as shown in Figures 6b and 7. Figure 6a shows the new inverter control values
determined by the DPA at t = 0.06 s, which drove the storage usage closer to zero, as reflected
in Figure 6b. At t = 0.07 s, Figure 6b indicates that the storage usage was still non-zero and, thus,
the DPA made another correction to the inverter control values, as presented in Figure 6a. The DPA
will continue to converge to a solution that requires no storage, stopping when it reaches a user-defined
threshold for storage usage. In the above simulation, the threshold was set to uB,d = uB,q = 10−6 A.
The abc bus voltage is shown in Figure 7, which highlights the ability of the feedback controller
to hold a specified bus voltage while the OXD and DPA feedforward controllers adjust the inverter
set points to a power-balanced state, requiring no storage. The DPA-controlled microgrid will always
utilize more storage than the OXD-controlled microgrid, due to the time it takes to converge to
a solution. The length of time the DPA takes to arrive at a solution can be reduced by trimming
the scalar constant k, as demonstrated in the next scenario.
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Figure 7. Scenario 2: OXD and DPA abc bus voltage response to the bus load step at t = 0.05 s followed
by the largest inverter being eliminated from the microgrid at t = 0.055 s. OXD controlled bus voltage
is shown in red, green, and blue, with the DPA controlled bus voltage overlayed in gray.
6.4. Scenario 3: Stochastic Sources and Load
The cost of eliminating the ubiquitous communication network required by the OXD guidance law
is an increased reliance on storage, as demonstrated by Scenario 2. In this scenario, the scalar constant
was decreased to k = 50. This case study was designed to simulate stochastic renewable sources
powering a stochastic load. Normally distributed sources with means at vj = [507, 592, 677, 762] V and
variance of 50 were used, in conjunction with a normally distributed bus load with a mean of 6 Ω and
variance of 2, as shown in Figure 8a. The bus capacitance was increased to CB = 500 µF to help reduce
the ripples caused by the stochastic nature of the sources.









































(a) Scenario 3: Comparison of all three control methods.












































(b) Scenario 3: Zoomed-in section of Figure 8a.
Figure 8. Scenario 3: (a) The abc bus voltage for conventional P−ω/Q−V droop, OXD, and DPA
control methods for stochastic sources powering a stochastic load; (b) OXD and DPA control methods
outperform the conventional P−ω/Q−V droop, in terms of abc bus voltage regulation.
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The source storage response for v3 is shown in the top plot of Figure 9b. In Scenario 2, the source
storage only responded every 1 ms. In this scenario, k = 50, which allowed the bus storage
to adjust every 500 µs. The OXD-controlled bus storage responded faster, adjusting every 10 µs.
While the storage usage of the DPA-controlled microgrid was reduced, it was still greater than the
OXD solution.






















(a) Stochastic renewable sources powering a stochastic
bus load.
































(b) OXD and DPA storage responses to 0.035 s of
Figure 9a.
Figure 9. Scenario 3: (a) Stochastic renewable sources powering a stochastic bus load and (b) a small
portion of the corresponding OXD and DPA storage responses. For clarity, only source storage u3
was plotted.
The abc bus voltage for all three control methods is shown in Figure 8a, which demonstrates
the superiority of the OXD and DPA control methods over the conventional P−ω/Q−V droop for
stochastic renewable sources powering a stochastic load. Taking full advantage of the distributed
storage, the feedback controller is able to hold the intended peak value of 170 V with less than 1.5%
deviation, as reflected in Figure 8b. During the five-second simulation, conventional P− ω/Q−V
destroyed 32.0% more exergy than the optimal solution and the DPA-controlled microgrid destroyed
12.9% more exergy than the optimal solution, with totals provided in Table 5.
Table 5. Comparison of the exergy destruction Xdes for the different control methods.





This paper presented (i) an analytical, closed-loop optimal feedforward controller, which was
developed by utilizing exergy analysis, to minimize exergy destruction in an islanded, N-source
AC inverter microgrid; and (ii) an alternative decentralized power apportionment feedforward
controller which eliminates the need for a star or fully connected topology, as no communication is
required among the inverters. The benefits of both control schemes were discussed and compared to
the conventional P−ω/Q−V droop control.
It was shown that the DPA control scheme provides a viable alternative to both the conventional
P−ω/Q−V droop control and the OXD solution. Unlike conventional P−ω/Q−V droop control,
the DPA control scheme makes the high penetration of renewable sources possible. The goals of
near-minimal steady-state storage usage without communication among the inverters and tracking
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the OXD steady-state functionality were obtained with the DPA control method. The advantages
of the DPA control scheme come with the trade-off of increased dynamic storage employment,
with respect to the OXD solution. Storage usage can be decreased, but it cannot match that of
the OXD-controlled microgrid, due to the consensus approach and the necessary scalar multiple k,
which increases the time required to converge to a solution. The control development was done for
a single bus system. This approach could be expanded to a multi-bus microgrid, which would require
an admittance matrix be included in the formulation.
Future work includes investigating the exergy destruction due to storage activity with non-ideal
storage models, to better compare the rates of exergy destruction between the OXD and DPA
approaches. Exergy analysis and efficiencies based on the second law of thermodynamics have
been widely used to characterize heat engines, as well as electrochemical reactions. Electrochemical
mass transfer is an irreversibility that destroys exergy, increasing the voltage losses and reducing
the performance of an electrochemical cell. Voltage losses after the thermodynamic conversion of
energy between electricity and chemical bonds are the result of thermal waste, which is effectively
described by exergy and the second law of thermodynamics. Recent work by Cuadras et al.,
has demonstrated that the exergy destruction rate of capacitors could be used to monitor their
degradation due to charging and discharging [24], further expanding the use of exergy analysis
for electrical systems.
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